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Preface

This 1992 Annual Report from PacificNorthwest Laboratory (PNL) to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
describes research in health and environmental issues, conducted during fiscal year 1992. This year the
report consists of four parts, each in a separate volume.

The four parts of the report are oriented to particular segments of the PNL program, describing research
performed for the DOE Office of Health and Environmental Research in the Office of Energy Research.
Irl some instances, the volumes report on research funded by other DOEcomponents or by other govern-
mental entities under interagency agreements. Each part consists of project reports authored by scien-
tists from several PNL research departments, reflecting the multidisciplinary nature of the research effort.

The parts of the 1992 Annual Report are:

Part 1: Biomedical Sciences
Program Manager: J.F. Park J.F. Park, Report Coordinator

S. A. Kreml, Editor

Part 2: Environmental Sciences
Program Manager: R.E. Wildung D.A. Perez, Editor

Part 3: Atmospheric Sciences
Program Manager: W.R. Barchet L K. Grove, Editor

Part 4: Physical Sciences
Program Manager: L.H. Toburen L.H. Toburen, Report Coordinator

W. C. Cosby, Editor

Activitiesof the scientistswhose work is described in this annual report are broader in scope than the
articlesindicate. PNL staffhave respondedto numerousrequestsfromDOE duringthe year for planning,
for service on varioustask groups, and for special assistance.

Credit for this annual report goes to the many scientists who performed the research and wrote the
individualproject reports, to the program managers who directed the research and coordinated the
technical progressreports, to the editorswho editedthe individualproject reportsand assembledthe four
parts, and to Ray Baalman, editor in chief, who directed the total effort.

T. S. Tenforde
Health and Environmental Research Program
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Foreword

Part 4 of the Pacific Northwest Laboratory Annual Report for 1992 to the DOE Office of Energy Research
includes those programs funded under the title "Physical and Technological Research." The Field Task
Program Studies reported in this document are grouped by budget category and each Field Task
proposal/agreement is introduced by an abstract that describes the projects reported in that section.
These reports only briefly indicate progress made during 1992. The reader should contact the principal
investigators named or examine the publications cited for more details.
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Chernobyl Database Management

This project has developed and continued to maintain an information system that provides
researchers with data and resource materials related to the Chernobyl nuclear accident of April
1986. The information system represents the official United States repository for Chernobyl data
and includes a collection of documents, a database of bibliographicreferences, and a collection of
radiological measurements records. Several major deliverablesof the Chernobyl Database project
were provided in FY 1992. Publication and distribution of the initial releases of the Chernobyl
Bibliographic Search System (ChernoLit _`c'_)were completed, a hard-copy of the Chernobyl
bibliography was published and distributed, presentations were made at technical meetings, and
contact with researchers involved in Chernobyl-related research was either established or
reestablished.

Chernobyl Database tools and services provided by this project.
Previous accomplishments have emphasized

R. A. Kennedy, R. L. Hill, J. A. Mahaffey, S. K. establishing communication with researchers
Smith, and F. Carr, Jr. and providing a mechanism through which

reference and measurement data could be soil-

We have identified nine tasks which, collec- cited and incorporatedinto the information sys-
tively, provide successful collection, manage- tem. During FY 1991-1992, the emphasis was
ment, and distribution of information asso- on gonerating and distributing software pro-
ciated with the Chernobyl Database project, ducts that make the information system (and
These tasks include 1) evaluating informational data contained within) easier to use and more
needs of scientists involved in Chernobyl re- accessible to the researchers. During FY
search, 2) assessing the effectiveness of the 1992, substantial progresswas made in organi-
;esearch tools and services provided by this zing and expanding the physical collection of
project, 3) maintaining existing communication materials and the bibliographicdatabase.
links with investigators invo ,ed in Chernobyl-
related research studies or in data collection ChernolJt "_°j
efforts, 4) establishing new contacts with
other researchers involved in Chernobyl-related During FY 1992, we updated and reviewed the
studies or those who may have radiological ChernoLit" software and user's manual. The
measurement data or documents that can be ChernoLit" software package was released in
contributed to the Chernobyl Information March 1992. ChernoLit", an easy-to-use soft-
System, 5) continuing to assemble data and ware package with capabilities to search the
documents related to the accident into readily bibliographic data, provides bibliographic data
accessibleand easy-to-use formats, 6) process- and abstracts in a usable format for research
ing the information for incorporation into a studies relating to the Chernobyl accident. The
physical library collection, a bibliographic software package was distributed to
database, or a series of radiological measure- 30 domestic and 45 foreign contacts who had
ments databases, 7)responding to requests for provided source material for the information
data assimilated into the information system, system. ChernoLit" is an IBM-compatible,
8) generating, maintaining, distributing, and personal-computer-based computer software
updating research tools developed for this pro- package that consists of the database of biblio-
ject, and 9) preparing and presenting scientific graphic references and a graphical user inter-
papers and/or postersto notify researchersof face with mouse and printer support. The

database contains 4500 references, including
abstracts.

(e) ChernoUt" is a trademark of BattelleMemorial Institute.



Also during FY 1992, Battelle Memorial Insti- incorporat,adinto the various databases of the
tute (BMI), in cooperation with the technology Chernobyl Information System. Eighty-five let-
transfer initiative within DOE, approved tars were written to recipients of the
business and marketing plans for commerciali- ChernoLitTM software informing them that a
zing the ChernoLit TM software package. BMI poster on the Chernobyl Database Project
established a budget using corporate funds to would be presentedat the IRPA8 meeting. The
cover the costs of commercialization. The letter included information on how to obtain a
"shrink wrapped" package was made available copy of the printed bibliographyand a request
to the public through Battelle Development for materials to be added to the repository's
Corporation at a cost of $395 (U.S./Canada)/ physicalcollection of references. At the IRPA8
$500 (International). ChemoLit" is being direct meeting, meetings with several individuals
marketed internationally to commercial and uni- were held to discuss items of interest to this
versity prospects using BMI resources, project. Letters and documents were also re-

ceived in responseto our request for materials.
ChernoDat

A printed bibliography of the 4500 references
We continued work on preparing the included in the bibliographic database, com-
ChernoDat Radiological Measurements Infor- plete with author index, was publishedand dis-
mation System (a software package that pro- tributed during 1992. This bibliographyis an
vides access to radiologicalmeasurements col- update of the printed bibliographypreparedand
lected by PNL subsequent to the Chernobyl distributedby this project in 1989.
accident) during FY 1992. Additional features
were added to the user interface, additional Organizationand Expansionof the Information
data sets were incorporated, and a draft user's System
manual was prepared. Data in ChernoDat are
organized into a series of satellite databases During FY 1992, we made efforts to organize
containing the data in their original record for- and expand the physical collectionof reference
mats, with a central database that stores ali materials and radiological measurement data
data in a standardized record format, associated with the Chernobyl accident. To
ChernoDat allows the user to browse, query, properly maintain the physical collection, the
and export the radiologicaldata from both the bibliographic database was modified and
central and satellite databases. ChernoDat is expanded to serve as the key to the physical
an IBM-compatible, personal-computer-based collection. This key information can then be
computer software package that consists of a transported to future versions of ChernoLit TM

graphical user interface with mouse and printer allowing users to determine which references
support and has more than 50,000 records in are available in the physical collection. The
the central database, organization and filing of the physicalcollection

to correspondwith the numberingscheme used
Interaction with Researchers in ChernoLit" was completed during FY 1992.

Software utilities were written to incorporate
We made a concerted effort during FY 1992 to additional information concerning document
reestablish existing communication links and acquisition into ChernoLit TM. The bibliographic
establish new contacts with individuals who, database was also updated with data down-
through their involvement in Chernobyl- loaded from the Energy Science and Technol-
related research studies, may have access to ogy database.
reference and measurement data that could be



Biological Effectiveness of Radon Alpha Particles

Radiation exposures due to radon in indoor air result in only one or two alpha particles to a typiical
lung cell. The consequences of these exposures, relative to the effects of the large numbers of
electron tracks required to produce the same dose, are a major concern in establishing exposure
limits for radon. "Determining these effects is complicated by the fact that normal experimental
techniques result is a Poisson distribution of the number of tracks through the individual cells mak-
ing up the experimental population. Since, at the dose of interest, the mean number of tracks per

_very small the relative variance is so large that the results of such experiments do not ade-
q_=r'y test theories about the consequences of exposure. An accelerator based single-particle
irradiation facility, which will irradiate large populations of cells with specific numbers of charged
particles, is being tested. Techniques fo_" plating cells and positioning them relative to the beam
have been developed. Tests of the collimator and shutter mechanism, using radiachromic film .and
etched tracks in plastic show that the beam can be collimated to spot sizes less than 5 pm across,
and that exposures can be limited to single particles. Remaining problems, primarily with the tun-
ing of the accelerator for each experiment, are being resolved.

Single-Particle Irradiation of Mammalian speed of the positior'ing system and the control
Cells software. Reflected light imaging is necessary

in most microbeam applications in order to

L. A. Braby and J. M. Nelson eliminate optical components between the tar-
get and the radiation source. However, since

Testing and refinement of the single particle living cells are nearly transparent, small varia-
irradiation system described last year (Braby tions in the light reflected by the background

can overwhelm the image and make it difficult1992) has continued. This system utilizes a
thin plastic scintillator and a photomultiplier to or even impossible to distinguish the cells. We
detect each particle as it passes through the have found that careful selection of the back-
target cell. A piezoelectric crystal is used to ground material, which is usually the vacuum
move a shutter approximately 40 pm to shut system exit window, can prevent serious
off the beam, and the irradiation is controlled delays in locating the cells. Aluminized mylar
by a personal computer. The position of each can not be used because the aluminum breaks
cell is determined with the aid of a phase up into small patches when the mylar is
contrast microscope with reflected light optics, stretched by the vacuum, and cells can not be

seen against the resulting alternately black andan image intensifier, video camera, and an
image processing system. The cells to be then reflective backgrounds. Even transparent
irradiated, which are allowed to attach to the mylar reflects enough light that the concave

surface that is produced when it is used as the1.5 pm thick bottom of special petri dishes, are
positioned relative to the charged particle beam vacuum window produces an out-of-focus vir-
using the coordinate information from the tual image of the light source. Careful adjust-
image processing system. Several unexpected ment of the micrJscope illumination system
complications, that had not been detected in can reduce the difference in background bright-
preliminary tests of components of the irradia- ness so that cells can be seen over the entire
tion system were identified during preliminary video field.
cell irradiation experiments.

We also discovered that the mylar bottoms of

One of the critical issues in irradiating popula- the petri dishes change characteristics when
tions of cells, one at a time, is the efficiency of cells and tissue culture media are added.
finding and positioning the cells. This depends When dry, the film is tight, and moving the
on the clarity of the video image as well as the dish a few micrometers or more causes each

point on the film to move in the same way.



However, when exposed to tissue culture shows many surface imperfections, it is rela-
medium for a two hours, the film loses tension tively easy to determine the position of the
and begins to stick to the surface it is resting beam spot with one pixel, that is 1 /Jm,
on. When the motion needed to position a cell accuracy.
over the collimator is calculated from the video
image, the actual position will often differ by Preliminary experiments with the microbeam
more than 10 pm. The software controlling collimator, before the cell positioning system
the irradiation process has been modified so was installed, were conducted with plastic
that the actual position of the cell can be etched track detectors in order to determine
observed, and small corrections can be made the effectiveness of the single particle detec-
before each irradiation. This increases the tion system and the shutter mechanism.
irradiation time slightly, but is essential to Single tracks were specified at 25 pm intervals.
proper operation. The mechanical mount used to position the

track etch material was not ridged enough to
Determining the exact position where the accurately position the dish after each 25 pm
charged particle beam intersects the plane of move, but the results clearly showed tracks
the petri dish bottom presents a challenge spaced at the specified interval, indicating th_,t
since the microscope optics and video imaging the collimator and shutter were working prop-
systems are not sensitive enough to detect the erly. Recent experiments indicate that th;s
light produced by individual charged particle positive result may have been uncharacteristic
tracks in a thin plastic scintillator. Zinc sul- of the typical operating characteristics of the
phide produces more light, but the individual accelerator. Using the ZnS screen to evaluate
crystals are large, and light scattering prevents the beam, and starting with the collimator
resolving the beam spot when it is less than apertures set for a large beam spot, it has gen-
about 10 pm in diameter. Our initial procedure erally been possible to adjust the accelerator
involved locating the beam position with the focus and steering elements to produce a beam
help of ZnS when the beam size was large, which can be trimmed down to a 5-pm square
then extral_olating to the final beam position spot as indicated by the radiachromic film. But
when the collimator is adjusted. However, this the necessary adjustments involve setting lens
procedure includes some uncertainty due to the voltages to a fraction of a percent of their full
nonuniform optical properties of ZnS screens, scale values, and the changes which bring a

badly misaligned beam into alignment can not
An improved procedure, using radiachromic be detected on the analog readouts of our
film, was developed to eliminate this uncer- accelerator console. Furthermore, the lens and
tainty. Radiachromic film contains a dye, steering power supplies are unregulated, and
which changes color on irradiation, in solution drift with time. Thus, even though the beam is
in a plastic film. Although this material is rela- well aligned at the beginning of an experiment,
tively insensitive (it requires a dose on the it often drifts out of alignment before a signifi-
order of a Mrad to produce a clearly visible cant number of cells can be irradiated. This
spot), it is homogeneous on the micrometer shifts the position of the beam spot relative to
scale, and small beam spots can be measured the image processing coordinate system, and
accurately. Figure 1 shows the radiachromic also adds a large component of scatterod beam
film image of an 8-pm square beam spot photo- which falls outside the collimator dimensions.
graphed with a transmitted light microscope.
With the improvements which have been made The current collimator design, which was
in the background for cell imaging, the exposed developed to provide spot size flexibility and
spot can now be identified using reflected light relatively rapid adjustment, is particularly sensi-
with the cell positioning microscope and image tive to the effects of scatter and misalignment
processor. Although the reflected light image because the final aperture is 60 mm from the



target. Angular changes of less than one Initial experiments with this system have been
minute thus translate into 10 pm positioning directed toward characterizing the growth of
errors. An alternative collimator design, which control and x-ray irradiated cells. This provides
places a fixed size aperture in contact with the a base line for comparing single particle irradia-
plastic scintillator, will eliminate the problem of tio_, effects, and provides a data base for
the beam position drifting, but will make it evaluating systems for scoring growth
much more difficult to change the beam size. characteristics.
This alternative design will utilize an adjustable
aperture 60 mm before the final one, so that Even in an unirradiated population of well
the final aperture is used only to stop particles adapted cells such as CHO, much variation in
scattered from the edges of the first one. A the growth of individual clones occurs. Fig-
source of laser drilled holes to make the final ure 1 shows cell number as a function of time

aperture has been located, and a system for after plating for cells collected mechanically
accurately lJositioning them on the beam line is from an exponentially growing CHO population.
being assembled. Generally the progeny of a single cell retain a

significant amount of synchrony for three or
Reference more divisions, but the mean time between

div,sions varies substantially from one clone to

Braby, L.A. 1992. "Single-Particle Irradiation another. This is particularly true in the first
system." In Physical Sciences, Part 4, of two divisions after replating, but this variation
Pacific North west Laboratory Annual Report for naturally makes a large difference in the size of
1991 to the DOE Office of _'nergy Research, the clone at later times. Also, even among
PNL-8000. Pacific Northwest Laboratory, those cells which were chosen for their healthy
Richland- Washington. appearance a few hours after plating, there is a

significant incidence of individual cells at the

Cell Growth Rates in Individual second of higher generation failing to divide

Colonies further. This constitutes a significant back-
ground in studies of delayed lethal mutation•

L. A. Braby and J• M. Nelson
20

When individual cells have been irradiated by 18
single charged particles, the biological effects
include changes in the growth rate of that cell 16 i
and its progeny, a probability that some of the ._
progeny will be unable to grow and divide, and 14 ,.,

production of cells with abnormal characteris- _ 12
tics. Each of these is likely to be both an o ,.:
effect of DNA damage and a factor in accu- "6 10 -,
rately measuring other effects such as muta- _, ....,

tion and transformation. In order to measure E 8 - ,_'"_ I|...........these effects on the progeny of individual lr- z

radiated cells, we have developed a system for 6 - -_" J" F
following the growth of a large number of indi- .....," _ r" /
vidual cells A conventional inverted micro- 4 - _- [ ......

scope fitted with a motorized stage and a video 2 - '._j.t _
I

camera is used. Video images are digitized and
stored on large capacity computer disk drives. 0 - m _ _ _ t0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Software controls the position of the stage so Time, hours
that each cell location is recorded at a speci- 39301034.1
fled interval, and the images can be viewed as FIGURE1. The Numberof Cellsin Eachof ThreeDifferent
time lapse sequences for a large number of dif- UnirradiatedCHO CellClonesas a Functionof TimeAfterPlating
ferent locations on a tissue culture dish.



Figure 2 shows a typical family tree for an
unirradiated CHO cell selected from an expo-
nentially growing population. The divisionsare
plotted at the time when two daughter cells
were first detected in place of the single cell
from the previousgeneration. This experiment
was recorded at 2 h intervals, so the division
points can be marked as much as 2 h late, but
the mean times between divisions (except for
the first one, where the starting time is un-
known) will be accurate when averaged over a
large number of examples. There is also a
characteristic of cell behavior which will in-
crease the apparent variance in the division
time. Generally both daughter cells attach to
the substrate soon after division, but occasion-
ally they will remain one on top of the other, or
side by side without flattening, for several
hours. Often when this happens, it is impos- 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
sible to determine when division occurred, and Hours 39301034.2
one division time may be recorded as longer
than normal while the next one will be FIGURE 2. The Division Pattern of the Largest Clone from

Figure 1. Division points are plotted at the time the divi-
recorded as shorter, sion was first detected. A high degree of synchrony is

maintained in the clone for the duration of this 64 h

Ali of the data about cell growth within a clone experiment.
is included in a tree such as Figure 2. Repre-
sentations such as Figure 1, and various aver-
ages such as the mean time between divisions, consuming to record and analyze data in this
can ali be obtained from Figure 2, or the data form. Software to expedite this data collection
on which it is based. However, it is time process is being developed.
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Lasers in Analytical Chemistry

Historically, the research conducted under this project has focused on development of a highly
selective and extremely sensitive analytical methodology that is generally applicable to determina-
tions of heavy metals and rare isotopes. This effort has culminated in the technique of continuous-
wave double resonance ionization mass spectrometry, or cw-DRIMS (Bushaw 1989). The concept
utilizes two, sequential, resonant optical excitation steps to populate a chosen high Rydberg state
of the analyte atom of interest; this state population is subsequently photoionized and the resultant
atomic ions are detected by conventional mass spectrometry methods. Selectivity is achieved
through both optical bound-bound transitions by exploiting physical properties unique to the excited
states of the analyte atom such as isotope shifts and hyperfine structure splittings. Sensitivity can
be limited by spontaneous decay of excited state populations and by [ne efficiency of the photo-
ionization process. Identification of optimum analytical schemes therefore requires detailed knowl-
edge of the structural and dynamical properties of atomic excited states. Knowledge of factors
that can influence the ion production efficiency, such as the location of Cooper minima, that is
zeroes in the photoionization cross section, is also needed. While criteria for selection of favorable
atomic bound-bound transitions have been elucidated, the dynamics of the photoionization event
remain poorly characterized.

Over the past two years, the emphasis of this research project has been directed to systematic
investigations of the structural and dynamical properties of selected small molecules, and to studies
of photoionization dynamics through photoelectron angular distribution measurements. The princi-
pal objectives of these endeavors are (1_to examine the potential of cw-DRIMS type techniques for
analytical applications to molecules, and (i1_to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the
photoionization process thereby contributing to improved sensitivity and reliability in ali photoioniza-
tion based analytical methods.

The potential rewards resulting from these developments in laser based measurement science are
vast indeed. Applications relevant to current and future health and environmental concerns include
contributions to chemical speciation of environmental contaminants; to identification and quantifi-
cation of atmospheric constituents; to definition of the mechanisms of formation and destruction of
reactive intermediates within the atmosphere; to design of synthetic enzymes for immobilization
and treatment of hazardous wastes; and to elucidation of structure-function relationships associ-
ated with newly discovered enzymatic processes within the brain.

The cw-DRIMS methodology has been applied to detection of the radionuclide strontium-90 which
is a significant health risk and environmental contaminant generated in nuclear power and weapons
cycles. Prior studies have demonstrated attogram detection limits while current investigations have
focused on investigations of isotope shifts for improved analytical selectivity.



Ultrahigh Resolution Studies of Molecu- The parameters characterizing the magnetic
Inr Structure and Dynamics hyperfine structure interactions yield detailed

structural information specific to the spin distri-
bution and orbital motion of the unpaired elec-

R. J. Miller and J. E. Murphy I°j tron; the nuclear electric quadrupole moment

The excited states of molecules typically lie at describes electrostatic interactions involving ali
higher energies than those of heavy atoms, and charged particles within the molecule. The
molecular transition probabilities tend to be sig- theoretical spectrum depicted in Figure 1 was
nificantly smaller than those of atoms. The generated using these A state parameters in
existence of vibrational and rotational degrees conjunction with observed ground state split-
of freedom, the occurrence of more diverse tings. Signal amplitudes are weighted to
decay mechanisms, and the general propensity Clebsch-Gordon coefficients calculated for two-
for interactions between electronic states com- photon excitation with DmF = 0. Line shapes

reflect experimental Voigt profiles: laser jitterbine to complicate studies of molecules over
those of atoms. Basic questions therefore (2 MHz) and transit broadening (7.6 MHz) con-
arise. Can ultrahigh resolution cw lasers be tribute to the Gaussian component, while the
applied successfully to molecular multiphoton natural linewidth (0.8 MHz), pressure broad-
excitation schemes and to molecular multiple ening (1 MHz), and a residual width (1.6 MHz)
resonance sequences? Can ultrahigh resolution attributed to a non-Gaussian beam waist con-
studies decipher the richness of molecular tribute to the Lorentzian component.
phenomena? Initial investigations of the mole-

In preparation for the ultrahigh resolution,cule nitric oxide (NO) have been undertaken to
address these basic questions, double resonance investigations discussed

below, it has proven necessary to catalogue a

Two-Photon Spectroscopy ofA 2S+ NO large number of [he two-photon rotational
transitions comprising the A,-X(1,0) band of
NO. Energies of 351 transitions have beenTwo-photon fluorescence excitation spectros-

copy has been used to probe the (3ss)A 2S* observed. Figure 2 illustrates the two-photon
Rydberg state of nitric oxide. Ali experiments fluorescence excitation spectrum of the
have been conducted in a static cell and

Doppler-free resolution has been achieved
employing counterpropagating beams obtained sooo , , , , ,

with a spherical retroreflectnr.

Fine structure and hyperfine structure splittings

have been resolved within six rotational o ,_

branches of the A 2S.(u'=l, N'=3),-X _ 3ooo
2P(u"=0) two-photon band of 14N180 (Miller -_ _
1989a). Figure 1 portrays a typical spectrum 8 20oo =_ _ _ , -
of the Rll(J" 2.5)branch illustrating ali eight = " _ : "_-i:_'=

of the allowed DF = 0, +1, +2 transitions. _ to_
The effective cross section for two-photon _0oo "_,_ t Ljexcitation of this branch is estimated from _J _,/ "k_

experimental observables to be 1 × 10 -44 o _- = T _ _ , '
cm-_.s. A zero-field spin Hamiltonian appropri- o so 10o _so 200 250

ate for Hund's case (b_j) coupling has been relative two-photonfrequency(MHz)
used to extract the fine structure and hyperfine
structure parameters of the A state. FIGURE1. FluorescenceExcitation Spectrum Resulting

(J"=from Two-Photon Pumping of the /_ 2.5) Rotational

Branchof (3S(7)A2Z+(v'= 1, N'=3).-X_n(v" =0)_4N_60
(a) NORCUS Postdoctoral Research Associate.



cell; in this case, Doppler-free resolution was
o,z(z) obtained using velocity selection techniques.

IOxlO =
10 11 12

----_Tr Tr-- A plot of the reduced term energies as a func-B- F'----
P,,.o,,(,_ tion of total angular momentum exclusive of

spin N (Figure 3) clearly manifests the com-ii
= 41)

plexity of the molecular structure. The cross-
ings of the K(u=2) and F(u=3) potential

== curves reveal local perturbations involving both
_- the e and f symmetry components of the rovi-

21)-

__JL =_ bronic levels. These interactions are quite

weak, with magnitudes & 1 cm-1. The overall
structure of the K(u=2) state is particularly

=. ==,. interesting. The spin-orbit splitting observed at
,,_1.=0 ,,,=.00 ,,,=.,o ,,,=.=0 low N results predominantly from coupling to

_,c (v.c,,m,.,.,,mb.r=) the B 2P(u=29) valence state. With increasing
FIGURE 2. Doppler-Free, Two-Photon Fluorescence Excite- nuclear rotation, S-uncoupling and L-uncoupling
tion Spectrum of the ,D_2+ 02= Bandhead Region VVithin (Lefebrve-Brion 1986) occur completing a rapid
A*-X(1,o) NO transition from Hund's case (a) to case (b) to

case (d).

typically congested P12 + 022 bandhead in the Figure 4 illustrates the marked variation of the
region of 46,392 cm -_ that is observed under natural linewidths as a function of N, thus pro-
the Doppler-free conditions of these experi- viding further evidence for the existence of
ments. These data have been analyzed via complex multistate interactions. These natural
diagonalization of effective Hamiltonian linewidths, which correspond to state lifetimes
matrices to obtain molecular parameters that of the order of hundreds of picoseconds, are
retain maximum mechanical and magnetic sig- thought to be determined by predissociative
nificance and which are therefore useful for decay to ground state nitrogen and oxygen
construction of reliable Rydberg-Klein-Rees atoms (Miller 1989b). lt is noteworthy that,
potentials and for direct comparison to ab initio
theoretical predictions (Zare 1973). The
results of this study have been accepted for

publication in The Journal of Molecular 6,.035.1a'\
Spectroscopy. \ fl
Double Resonance Spectroscopy of High _ _.0_ \'*'_,_ _-
Rydberg States _ /p

69.0M -

Ultrahigh resolution, (2 + 1 ') double resonance _ "........
laser induced fluorescence dip spectroscopy _-

has been used to determine the term energies _= _'_" ""
.o. r,_F__=) /

and natural linewidths of individual rovibronic =_= ..._,_ /,
levels of the (4pp)K 2P(u=2) and the (3dd)F ,_3. / __),

2D(u=3) Rydberg states of NO (M iiler 1990,. ,//,, "_'').
The complexities of the structures and of the
dynamics of states in this energy region (Miller = _ _N _ =_ z_
1989b) provide a stringent test of the utility of N(N.t)
CW laser sources in investigations of highly FIGURE 3. Reduced Term Energies as a Function of Total

excited molecular electronic states. Once Anoular Momentum Exclusive of Spin N for Rovibronic

again, experiments were conducted in a static Levels of the (4ptT)/k_n(v=2) and (3dS)F2A(v=3)
Rydberg States of _4NleO



,sN- / are being used to probe photoionization

_._,_) / phenomena from single, completely specified
• -*-_,_ / hyperfine quantum states. These studies are

,.. -,-l_,_) // being pursued in collaboration with Dr. Robert

,_. Compton of Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
i Professor Vincent McKoy of The California

= Institute of Technology. In the CDAD experi-
ment, a chosen intermediate state is prepared

= k\ ,,.... ,, ......... _ by absorption of linearly polarized light thus
= _" "..,_.. .,.... "'7 • creating a condition of finite angular momen-

...,.-_.._:._ / ',.

_,_._,....._ ...., tum alignment. The aligned state is thenprobed by measuring the difference in the

photoelectron angular distributions obtained,. with left- and right-handed circularly polarized
I

,so 2oe m light. For one-photon excitations, the CDAD
N(N+I) intensity is given by (Dubs 1988)

FIGURE 4. Natural Linewidths as a Function of Total Angu-

lar Momentum Exclusive of Spin N for Rovibronic Levels of 1
the F= Spin Cornponem of the (4prf)K2n(v=2) and IC°/l°(8)=2A_8=sin(20) (1)
(3dS)F2A(v= 31 Rydberg States of 14N'eO

where e defines the angular relationship
between the photoelectron detector and the

compared to unperturbed F state lifetimes electric field vector of the linearly polarized
(Hart 1987), the weak K(u=2) --- F(u=3) inter- photon. The quadrupole moment of the align-
action reduces the F state lifetimes by as much ment A= fully characterizes the anisot=ropyof
as a factor of 301 the resonant intermediate state. The /Y2 term

contains ali possible information about the
The results summarized above establish the dynamics of the photoionization eve_ntm

utility of ultrahigh resolutioncw lasers in stud- (Dubs 1988). In the case of atoms, #=
ies of molecules. Both multiphoton excitation depends explicitly upon the radial matrix ele-
schemes and multiple resonance sequences ments describing elimination of the competing
can be exploited to advantage, and the infer- electron partial waves and upon the phase shift
mation content of such investigationsis clearly between the _ + 1 and Z+ 1 ionizationchannels
sufficient to decipher the rich phenomena of (Dubs 1985b).
molecular structure and dynamics. Knowledge
of term energies serves to identify those states To extract the photoionization dynamics from
that can provide maximum selectivity in appli- experimentally observed CDAD spectra, it is
cations of measurement science. Knowledge necessary to have accurate knowledge of the
of the mechanisms and rates of spontaneous angular momentum alignment. Internal, bound
decay processes servesto identify those states state phenomena can, however, alter or
that can provide maximum sensitivity in appli- destroy an initially prepared angular momentum
cations of measurement science, alignment (Greene 1982). Hyperfine inter-

actions, for example, induce dynamical mixing
Circular Dichroism in Hyperfine State of degenerate states leading to loss of align-
Resolved Photoelectron Angular ment. This process is easily visualized. Th._
Distributions nuclear spin angular momentum vector I

couples to the angular momentum vector J _to
R. J. Miller and R. G. Tonkyn yield the t_al ang.._larmomentum vector F.

Classically, I and J precess about F thereby

Experimental and theoretical investigations of changing the projection ot'J onto the axis of
the circular dichroism of angular distributions quantization that defines Ma thus destroying
(CDAD) in photoelectron spectra (Dubs 1985a) the alignment defined within the [J, Mj)
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representation. For an idealized two-level so4
system, the rate of this precession, and
therefore the rate of hyperfine induced _ _(_.-0.19,1,_0+_0_

disalignment is determined by the magnitude of 0_ .,. • • o." ",,.
the hyperfine splitting. In real, many-level
systems, the exact consequences of this 0.1

mixing are difficult to predict. _ 0.0_ • • '" :_" :: _"

Such disalignment phenomena can be expected _.'," ., ....
to occur whenever a coherent superposition of ' ".,":, ", _'_ •

states is prepared as will typically be possible _

t •t m

under pulsed laser excitation. The resultant . • •
.O.3

loss of alignment will affect CDAD measure-

ments (Cu611ar 1991) and may even adversely _.4
influence the reliability of certain isotope ratio o.oo |J57 3.'14 4.7| 6.,_,.d
measurement techniques. Note however that e (radians)
in the absence of external fields, I F,MF) defines FIGURE 5. HyperfineState ResolvedCDAD Spectrum
a pure eigenstate of the system such that Observedfor the 7p 2P3_(F'=5)*-6S 2S1_2 (F"=4) Transi-
alignment prepared within the IF,M_I represen- tionof AtomicCesium
tation will not decay via internal dynamical
processes. The corresponding alignment para-
meter A2_can be calculated exactly therefore TABLE 1. Experimental CDAD Amplitudes and Theoretical

-- Alignment Parameters A 2 for Hyperfine State Resolved

allowing _ 2 to be extracted from experimental TransitionsWithin the 7/2 2P3_2--6S 2S1_2 Manifold of
observations and compared directly to the pre- Cesium

dictions of ab initio theories of photoionization.

CDAD studies as a function of the energy of Transition Experimental Calculated
the ionizing photon also provide a probe that is (F,.-F") CDAD Amplitud.e A2_
sensitive to the location of Cooper minima in

the photoionization cross section 5,-4 -0.18+0.02 -0.109
(Rudolph 1990). Hyperfine resolved CDAD 4,--4 -0.07 +0.01 +0.292
achieved through use of ultrahigh resolution cw 3,-4 +0.03 +0.02 -0.178
lasers is thus the preferred method for investi-
gations of photoionization dynamics.

that /Y2 should be independent of F'. This
Hyperfine state resolved CDAD spectra have assumption leads to the conclusion that the
been measured for the following three bound- observed CDAD amplitudes and phases (+)
bound transitions in atomic cesium' should scale directly with the alignment
7p 2P3/2(F'=3,4,5),-6s 2S_/2(F" =4). Photoioni- parameters. Inspection of Table I clearly
zation has been accomplished using 514 nm indicates that this is in fact not the case. A

light, and the resultant photoelectrons have thorough search for possible systematic
been detected using a spherical sector electro- experimental errors has been conducted with
static energy analyzer. The inherent angular great care. The experimental results are found
resolution of the instrumentation is approxi- to be highly reproducible and independent of
merely ±2 ° . cesium beam density. Saturation effects in

both optical transitions have been examined.
Figure 5 illustrates a representative CDAD The purities of the light polarizations have been
spectrum for the F'=5.-F" =4 transition, scrutinized. Potential artifacts associated with
Table I summarizes the existing experimental stray electromagnetic fields have been
CDAD amplitudes and compares them to calcu- explored. To date, there is no evidence to
lated quadrupole moments of the alignment for indicate the existence of any such systematic
each transition studied. Given the near degen- errors in the experimental measurements.
eracy of the F' states, it is plausible to assume Thus, suspicion grows that the photoionization
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dynamics of even relatively simple atoms may potential and the change in the electron density
prove to be more complex and more subtle at the nucleus in the transition between states
than currently believed. Ab initio studies of i and j, while 5{r2_)_' is the change in the mean
these dynamics are iri progress: it is fully charge square radii of the nuclei of the two iso-
anticipated that the results of these theoretical topes. Determinations of FS provide informa-
investigations will provide insight into the tion for nuclear conformation models. More
physical significance of the experimental stud- fundamental information can be obtained if this
ies reported above, description is reformulated in terms of level

shifts (Eq. 3):
Acknowledgment: Technical assistance pro-

vided by B. A. Bushaw is gratefully /A'-A /
acknowledged. Avu(AA_ = NMS +(CI-Cl)_AA' ) + (FI-F/)_(r=_>_'(3)

Strontium Isotope Shifts
where the NMS remains unchanged, but the

B. A. Bushaw SMS and FS are decomposed into the differ-
ences in these effects in the two specific

Detailed measurements of stable strontium iso- atomic levels involved in the transition. In the
tope shifts in a wide range of upper level treatment of experimental data it is convenient
Rydberg states within the accessible 5sns _So, to subtract out the easily calculated NMS, leav-
5snd lD=, and 5and 3D2 manifolds have been ing the residual isotope shift (RIS). The result-
performed. Emphasis has been placed on the ing RIS's that have been measured for the
even, stable isotopes because a precise knowl- S4Sr-8"Srisotope pair in the 5sns iSo, 5and lD 2,
edge of the systematic trends in the changes and 5and 3D2 Rydberg series are shown in
of the shifts for "4Sr,eeSr, and "eSr will contri- Figure 6, and a similar set of data have been
bute to the development and understandingof obtained for the 8eSr-eSSrisotope pair. lt can
predictive models for g°Sr isotope shifts, be seen that at a sufficiently high principal
Transition isotope shifts for isotopes without quantum number, where the excited electron
nuclear spin are conventionally described by no longer has any probability of penetrating the
Eq. 2 (Heilig 1974): nucleus or interacting with the core electrons,

ali three seriesconverge to the same RIS value,

Ave(AA/ )=ve -_p +Ce --A-_7-
'' " "1 ' " " " I " " " ' I

-50

where the first term is the normal mass shift
(NMS) arising from the difference in the finite

nuclear masses of the isotopes A and A' for a ._
transition at frequency V,j. The second term is
the specific mass shift (SMS) that arises from
recoil of the ion core on exchange of one of its o -loo
electrons with the optically active electron. .o

While the SMS has the same functional form

as the NMS, the exchange coefficient C, is ._ fl _ ;_:

very difficult to evaluate theoretically. Accur- _,
ate experimental determinations of C,j provide
tests of developing theories and the validity of -15o , , i20 30 40

the wavefunctions used in these calculations. Principol quQntum number (n)
The third term is the field shift (FS), or nuclear
volume shift that arises from the finite volume FIGURE 6. Residual Isotope Shifts for e4Sr with Respect to

of the nucleus. The screening constant F,j "Sr in the5SRS_So, 5snd lD=, and5and _D=Rydberg

includes the product of the Fermi contact Series
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which is purely the level RIS of the ground Hart, D. J., and J. W. Hepburn. 1987.
state. Analysis of the data for the members of "Vacuum Ultraviolet Laser Spectroscopy:
the 5sns 1So series, which show no change Radiative Lifetimes of Interacting 2D States of
throughout the region studied, has yielded NO." J. Chem. Phys. 86:1733.
ground state level shift values for "4Srand "SSr
(with respect to 88Sr) of -54.89 + 0.10 Mhz Heilig, K., and A. Steudel. 1974. Atom. and
and -20.85 ± 0.18 MHz, respectively. Also, Nucl. Data Tables 14:613.
the fact that no change in the RIS is observed
throughout the 10o series indicates that the Lefebrve-Brion, H., and R. W. Field. 1986.
deviations observed in lower lying members of Perturbations in the Spectra of Diatomic
the 1'3D2 series must arise purely from the Molecules. Academic Press-Orlando.
excited state SMS. Normalizing for the
(A'-A)/AA" factor has yielded the Rydberg level Miller, R. J., and B. A. Bushaw. 1990.
specific mass shift constants which, for the "Continuous Wave-Continuous Wave Molecular
two isotope pairs studied, agree to within Double Resonance Spectroscopy: Lifetimes
experimental uncertainty throughout the 1'3D2 and Term Energies of Individual Rovibronic
series. Levels of the (4pp)K ZP(u=2) Rydberg State of

Nitric Oxide." J. Chem. Phys. 92:3245.
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Capillary Zone Electrophoresis

The analysis of environmental, hazardous mixed waste or biological mixtures is best _ddressed by
combined separation-mass spectrometry techniques. Developing these improved analytical
methods depends upon the speed, selectivity, and efficiency of the separation combined with the
sensitivity and flexibility of mass spectrometric analysis methods. This program is developing
methods that are widely applicableto nonvolatile or highly polar compounds that are interactable
with more conventional methods such as gas chromatography-massspectrometry. Currently, new
methods based upon capillary electrophoresis-massspectrometry (CE-MS) are being investigated.
The goal of this research is to develop ultrasensitive CE-MS methods applicable at the attomole
level for environmental and health-related problems.

Development of Capillary CE. Because CE relies on analyte charge in
Electrophoresis-Mass Spectrometry for solution, and the ESI process is nearly universal
DNA Adduct Research for charged species, the CE/ESI-MS

combination is highly complementary. Thus,
the CZE/MS approach offers previously

R. D. Smith, H. R. Udseth, C. J. Barinaga, unobtainable separation efficiencies (for the
B. E. Winger, C. G. Edmonds, and J. A. Log combination with MS) as well as detection

The history of analytical advances in mass limits that can greatly surpassexisting methods
spectrometry (MS)has highlighted the special (Edmonds et al. 1989; Log et al. 1989a,
importance of combining separation methods 1989b; Smith et al. 1989; Smith et al. 1990a,

1990b; Smith et al. 1991 ).
having high selectivity and resolving power in

conjunction with the high sensitivity and spe- One reason for the current interest in CE-MS
cificity of mass spectrometric detection. "Real

techniques is for identifying and analyzing DNAworld" samples are invariably mixtures and are
often very complex. Any useful analytical adducts. This is an important but formidable
methods must accommodate contributions analytical challenge due to the extremely low

concentrations at environmental levels of expo-
from the sample matrix, interfering sub-
stances, etc. Thus, the dynamic combination sure. Ideally, we desire not only the ability to
of capillary electrophoresis (CE), a separation detect "known" compounds, but to determinethe structure of unknown DNA adducts with
method of high efficiency, speed, and flexibil-

sample sizes far too small to be addressed by
ity, with electrospray ionization (ESI)-MS is other analytical methods. This provides the
particularly advantageous, essential tool in order to understand the origin

of health effects upon exposure at the molecu-
The on-line combination of capillary zone lar level. These desires lead to our interest in
electrophoresis (CZE), one form of CE, with
ESI-MS (Olivares et al. 1987; Smith et al. CE, ESI-MS, and ESI-MS/MS. In fact, it can be
1988b) was developed at PNL. Subsequently, argued that the CE-MS/MS combination
a liquid sheath-electrode interface was obtained using the ESI interface should provide

a near-ideal analytical approach for DNA
developed from which the solvent composition adducts.
and flow rate of the electrosprayed liquid could
be controlled independently of the CZE buffer

To realize the full potential of this new ana-
(which is desirablesince high-percentageaque- lytical marriage, several problems remain to be
ous and high-ionic strength buffers that are addressed:
useful in CZE are not well tolerated by ESI)
(Smith et al. 1988a). The interface provides

= The utilization and transmission of ESI-
greatly improved interface stability and per-
formance and is adaptable to other forms of produced ions must be increased.

Currently, ESI losses in the interface and
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during transmission reduce potential sen- enhancing the sensitivity of ESI-MS when com-
sitivity by 104 (Smith et al. 1990b). bined with CE separations. We have shown

that using small diameter capillaries can
• High-resolution separations utilizing significantly boost ESI sensitivity by providing a

an analyte enrichment scheme are near ideal match of analyte and ESI capabili-
required to both deal with the com- ties. Figure 2 shows reconstructed single ion
plexity of "real" samples and to ob- electropherograms obtained during a CE-MS
tain sufficient sensitivity with the separation using full scan detection. The
small volumes utilized in CE. separation was conducted in a 5-pm-diameter

capillary, and -600 attomoles of each protein

• Improved MS and MS/MS sensitiv- was injected. Mass spectra were obtained
ity, resolution, and mass measure- from each component with sufficient quality to
ment accuracy are necessary to allow accurate molecular weight determination.
enhance detection and allow inter-

pretation of mass spectra contain- In addition to the above, a new Reduced Elu-
ing multiply-charged molecules, tion Speed (RES) concept for CE-MS has been

developed and demonstrated. The method is

In the last year, we have developed a new readily implemented by instituting a step
"microspray" ESI interface which has provided change in the CE electric field strength for
a large gain in sensitivity. Figure 1 shows a desired periods of time during a separation. As
CE-MS separation of a simple pentapeptide a result, the m/z range can be scanned while a
mixture, demonstrating the attomole-level sen- solute elute is increased by a factor propor-
sitivity obtainable with the "microspray" dance, tional to the decrease in CE electric field
We have also explored new methods for strength. Under conditions where the quantity

6000

s+oo 20 gm i.d. uncoated capillary .Leu-ENK (40 attomoles)
10 mM Acetic Acid Im/z 556

5ooo SlM (7 m/z values)

,soo Ala2] Met-ENK (75 attomoles)
m/z 589

4000

_soo i tlmpurity (5-10 attomoles?)

2OOO

2000

SO0

i0
LO.O _.t'. 0 3.2,0 t3.0 14.0 25. n 26.0 17.0 11.0 tt.O 20.0

Time (minutes)

FIGURE 1. Reconstructed Single Ion Electropherograms for Ions Representative of the Three Pentapeptides

Separated in a 20-pm Inside Diameter Capillary by CZE
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600 700 800 900 :000 1100 1200 Reduced Elution Speed (b) CE/ESI-MS Analysis of a Mixture
Ln/z Contlining Carbonic Anhydrase, Aprotinin, Myoglobin, and

39301034.3 Cytochrome c. The constant field strength CE/ESI-MS
FIGURE 2. Mass Spectra for Proteins Obtained from an analysis was conducted at 300 V/cre. The reduced elution
Injection of 600 Attomoles of Protein into a 5-/_,_ Capillary speed CE/ESI-MS analysis was conducted at 300 V/cm
for CE-MS Analysis until 1 minute prior to elution of the first protein when the

electric field strength was reduced to 60 V/cm.=

. of solute entering t!=e ESI source per unit of
__ time exceeds the current available for ioniza- of Figure 3b shows the same total ion electro-

tion of ali solute molecules present (i.e., solute pherogram after the abscissa has been com-
"saturates" the electrospray process), we pro- pressed by a factor of five. The prolonged
ject no substantial decrease in maximum ion residencedme of solute in the electrospray can
intensity when the electric field strength is be exploited in several ways, including 1) an
decreased. Thus, a larger fraction of the increase in the m/z range scanned, 2) an in-
analyte will be transferred to rho gas phase as crease in the number of scans recorded during

- ions during RES CE-MS than during constant elution of a given solute, and 3) an enhance-
electric field s(rength CE-MS. The experiments ment of sensitivity (integrated ion intensity) for
described below (and other work) have shown a given solute. The method does not increase
this expectation to be correct, solute consumption, it allows sensitivities for

peptide and protein analys_s extending into the
Figure 3a shows the total ion electropherogram low femtomole regime, and it incurs very little
for the separation of 60 fmoles (injected) each loss in ion intensity, particularly important for
of carbonic anhydrase B, aprotinin, myoglobin, MS/MS methods and their potential application
and cytochrome c using a constant electric to peptide sequencing.
field strength of 300 V/cm during CE-ESI/MS.

,-z In comparison, Figure 3b shows the total ion During the last year, we have also exploredthe
electropherogram (TIE) for the same mixture following meLnodsfor probing the primary and
where the electric field strength was reduced higher order structure of biopolymers jsing ESI-
to 60 V/cm 1 minute prior to migration of the MS and ESI-MS/MS methods:
first protein into the ESI sour_a. The insert

_
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DNA Sequencing

New approaches to DNA sequencing should improve efficiency, but they will not produce the
massive increase in speed and cost reduction that is needed for the Human Genome Program.
Several new approaches are being investigated, but no clearly superior technology has yet
emerged. This project attempts to speed DNA sequencing greatly by sequentially degrading a
single DNA molecular ion in an ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) mass spectrometer. This approach
would eliminate the need for the preparation and electrophoretic ordering of mixtures of nested
oligonucleotides. If successful, this approach would also make possible important studies of site-
specific DNA modifications, adduction, and damage at the single molecule level that are now pre-
cluded at the single molecule level. This new approach, termed single molecule analysis by mass
spectrometry (SMAMS), will be explored using new ICR instrumentation developed at PNL. Initial
studies are being conducted of appropriate ionization methods for large DNA segments and to
define ICR performance.

Rapid Sequencing Techniques for DNA technology has yet emerged. This project is
aimed at greatly speeding DNA sequencing by

R.D. Smith, C.G. Edmonds, S.A. Hofstadler, sequentially degrading a single trapped DNA
J.E. Bruce, and B.E. Winger molecular ion. Such methods could have inher-

ently high rates of sequence determination, and
ICR-MS of DNA Molecular Ions could significantly accelerate the overall proc-

ess of DNA sequence determination by elimi-
Generating oligonucleotide mixtures, separating nating the preparation and electrophoretic
them by electrophoresis, and reading and veri- ordering of mixtures of nested oligonucleotides.
fying them presently constitutes in excess of Successfully developing this approach would
80% of the total effort in DNA sequencing, not only be relevant to DNA sequencing, but
Limitations of these methods arise from the perhaps even more importantly, would make
behavior of the enzymes employed for chain possible important studies of site-specific DNA
extension, the chemistry and spectroscopy of modifications, adduction and damage, which,
the fluorescently labeled residues, and the presently, are precluded at the single molecule
resolution and speed of the gel separations, level. New developments in combined ion
Presently, overall raw sequencing rates of 600 cyclotron resonance (ICR) mass spectrometry
residues per hour with accuracies in the range and electrospray ionization (ESI) provide the
of 95 to 99% can be achieved. Most new basis for the formation, isolation, and extended

approaches for reducing the cost and time trapping of single highly charged DNA molecu-
required for these sequencing activities involve lar ions with molecular weights well into the
automation and/or multiplexing of currently mega-dalton range. This new approach,
practiced methods. As an example, electro- termed single molecule analysis by mass spec-
phoresis in gel-filled capillaries, or very thin gel trometry (SMAMS), will be explored utilizing
layers, is being investigated as an approach for new ESI-ICR instrumentation developed at PNL.
speeding the electrophoretic separation and Figure 1 gives a schematic illustration of the
facilitating its automation. These approaches ICR instrumentation. The instrumentation con-
should improve efficiency, but still fall short of sists of an ESI source interfaced to an external
the massive increase in speed and cost reduc- ion injection ICR instrument. Key features of
tion desired for large scale DNA sequencing, the instrumentation include 1) a dual-stage

capillary inlet ESI source; 2)a total of six

In the search for methods to increase sequenc- differential pumping stages that allow for
ing speed, a number of new approaches are operating an atmospheric pressure ion source
being investigated, but no clearly superior and an ultrahigh vacuum analyzer region;
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of the Electrospray Ionization - FTICR Instrumentation Developed at PNL

3) solenoid-driven mechanical shutters that gas can cause a dephasing of the ion packet
block the molecular beam produced by the ESI and a rapid damping of the transient signal,
source; 4) a unique cryobaffle located in the resulting in shorter lifetimes and lower resolu-
ICR cell region that is capable of pumping tion. Therefore, UHV in the analyzer cell is
speeds for nitrogen in excess of 200,000 L/s; neededto obtain longer transient lifetimes.
5) an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)-compatible
pulsed valve used for trapping and cooling the Applying ICR-MS to DNA sequencing will
injected ions as well as for collision-induced require obtaining high resolution and high mass
dissociation and ion-molecule reactions; and measurement accuracy, developing appropriate
6) a 7 Tesla superconducting magnet with a ionization methods, and developing chemistry
highly homogeneous magnetic field. With this appropriate for sequencing. The high-
system, an ESI mass spectra can be obtained resolutioncapability has now been established.
for ions trapped in the ICR cell under conditions Figure 2a gives a mass-to-charge spectrum
in which the effects of pressure do not degrade obtained for bovine cytochrome c (average
obtainable resolution (i.e., in the 101° Torr molecular weight = 12,231)in a 4:1 meth-

anol:water mixture with 5% acetic acid. The
range), charge state distribution ranges from 8+ to

Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance 11 +; molecular ion charge states differ some-
(FTICR) mass spectrometry has the advantage what from ESI spectra acquired previously with
of producingultrahigh resolution mass spectra, quadrupole instrumentation. This appears to
and can provide ultrahigh precisionmass meas- depend upon the trapping conditions used, i.e.,
urements, lt has been recently demonstrated an energy analysis inherent in the trapping
that coupling ESI with FTICR can produce high process. Expanding about the (M + 10H)1°*
resolution (>400,000) for proteins in excess ion, one observes the isotopic distribution for
of 12 kDa molecular weight. One factor that the molecular species of a particular charge
affects the attainable resolution in ICR is the state illustrated in Figure2b. The measured
transient lifetime, which is highly dependent mass resolution, m/Am, is 111,000 with a full
upon the pressure in the ICR cell. For larger apodization applied to the transient, while the
molecules, a transient lifetime of several unapodized transient yields a resolution of
seconds is necessary to obtain high resolution. 204,000.
At higher pressures,collisions with background
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In conjunction with the instrumentation devel-
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,=1- opment, initial studies are being conducted of
appropriate ionization methods for large DNA
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FIGURE 2a. Mass Spectrum for the Protein Cytochrome c
Obtained Using F'I'ICR. The spectrum was obtained from a
single 20G ,,_sec injection and trap sequence.
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Radiation Dosimetry

The primary goal of the Radiation Dosimetry program is to understand the connections between the
physical events produced by ionizing radiation interacting with matter and the biological conse-
quences of those events. These consequencesresult from complex sequencesof reactions involv-
ing a variety of initial radiochemical products as well as the products of later chemical reactions
and biological responses. However, differences in consequences occur when only the type of
charged particle that deposits the energy is changed. This indicates that the spatial and temporal
relationshipsof those initial productsprofoundlyinfluence the subsequent reactions.

Dosimetry researchattempts to provide realistic models of the physical processes and to combine
them with informationon likely chemical and biologicalreactions to produce models for responseat
the cellular level. The models are designedto be testable by experiments at each level of the sys-
tem. Models of energy deposition along individualcharged particle tracks have been used to calcu-
late energy deposition in small volumes and the fraction of the energy deposited by track ends.
Volumes a few nanometers in diameter, as well as those a few micrometers in diameter, appear to
be directly relevant to the biologicaldamage. Energy deposition in the larger volumes can be mea-
sured experimentally and used to test the validity of the calculations. The impact of the difference
in energy deposition patterns in solids as compared to vapors is being investigated by calculating
the spectrum of electrons ejected by collisions of ions with thin foils, a configuration which can
also be measured experimentally.

In order to determine characteristics of the energy deposition patterns of different radiationsthat
are relevant to the biological response, it is necessary to develop and test both phenomenological
and mechanistic models that can be related to specific assumptions about the effects of energy
deposition patterns and initial chemicalproducts. As modelsare developed, data from the literature
or from specific experiments conducted in the Radiation Biophysicsprogram are used to determine
if the model is applicable to a specific biological system. As inappropriate models are rejected,
those that remain converge to form an acceptabledescriptionof the relevant damage and biological
processes. The phenomenologicalmodels also can be applied more directly to calculate risk of
environmental radiation exposure since they give direct predictionsof effects which may be related
to changes in the health of an organism. Although the phenominologicaland mechanistic models
often emphasize different properties of the irradiation, it is important to assure that the two types
of modelsare consistent in the areas where they overlap.

Implications of Hit Size Effectiveness in directly to biochemicalmechanisms.This may
Radiation Protection be due to the evolving assumption that dif-

ferent aspects of ionization's spatial dis-

L. A. Braby tribution are related to different types of
biological damage. However, one group of

Evaluating the stochastics of energy deposition phenomenologicalmodels based on the correla-
in small volumes such as cell nuclei and the tion between the energy deposited by single
biological effectiveness of different types of events in a sphericalvolume and the probability

that a specific effect will be produced haveradiation show that average quantities such as
been particularly successful (Varma et al.dose and linear energy transfer (LET) are not a

good way to describe low dose irradiations. 1985). Models of this sort have been pro-
Unfortunately, a consensus has not been posed by a number of different authors (Zaider
reached on an ideal method for describing and Brenner;1985, Morstin et al. 1989), under
radiations, a method which would relate a variety of different names, but will be refer-

red to as "hit size effectiveness'. In these
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models, the energy deposition is generally interaction of charged particles with sensitive
expressed as lineal energy, y, in a 1-pm biologicalcells. Thus, the natural tendency is
diameter volume, to specify the radiation in terms of the fluence

of directly ionizing particles in the tissue of
lt has been suggested that radiation protection concern. An alternative is to specify the radia-
shouldbe formulated in terms of the fluence of tion in terms of the incident fluence of directly
charged particles rather than the dose, since at and indirectly ionizing particles. Advantages
the doses of concern in radiation protection, and disadvantages exist in both of these
the number of charged particle events per cell approaches. Most radiation detection systems
is generally small, and the variations from cell actually measure directly ionizing particles, but
to cell may be responsiblefor much of the dif- it is generally difficult to make the measure-
ference in the effect of different radiations, ment in the tissue of interest. If, on the other
However, fluence alone is clearly an insuffi- hand, we specify risk in terms of the incident
cient description of the radiation. The spec- fluence, we have an uncertainty due to the dif-
trum of the fluence as a function of some pro- ferences in secondary particle distributions
perty of the radiation is required. Given the which will be produced in different irradiation
lack of a single property of radiation which can geometries. Furthermore, it is difficult to
be related to ali biological damage, and con- measure the spectrum of some indirectly ioniz-
sidering the success of hit size effectiveness ing particles, especially when they are part of a
functions for predicting effects at low doses, it mixture of radiations. However, if the lineal
seems appropriate to investigate the conse- energy is specified as the variable, in order to
quences of basing radiation protection on flu- make the correlation with hit size effective-
ence as a function of lineal energy in 1-pm ness, then the depth in tissue-like material (the
diameter sites, detector wall thickness) as well as the site

diameter must be specified. Thus, some com-
First, it should be pointed out that converting promise must be made. Specification of
to a fluence based system does not, in any directly ionizingfluence seems to be preferable,
way, chanqe the amount of biological data in part because it can be calculated from the
available for estimating the biologicaleffect of incident fluence if that is known, and it can be
an irradiation. Decisions will still have to be approached by relatively simple measurement
made based on the same limited, and slowly techniques.
growing, pool of data on the biologicaleffects
of different radiations and different exposure The average risk, R, which is the quantity
conditions. Furthermore, a change to a fluence which should be controlled by limiting radiation
based system does not automatically solve the exposure, can be defined as R=kr. This is
problems of defining quantities which are both done to separate the two major areas where
unambiguous and measurable. What the judgment is required to evaluate and apply the
change would do is make the definitions that experimental data. The relative risk, r, is
would be used in radiation protection consis- defined by
tent with the physical processes occurring at

the relevant exposure levels. In other fields, 7 = r°°n(y)yq(y)dy (1)
such as radiation therapy, the exposure condi- Jo
tions are such that average quantities such as
dose are consistent with the actual processes, where y is the lineal energy, and q(y) is the
and there is no need to change. Thus, fluence specific quality function so that yq(y) is the hit
based risk estimation should be considered an size effectiveness function. The hit size effec-
addition to the list of techniques for characteri- tiveness function will be determined from
zing an irradiation, rather than a replacement experiments, and possibly epidemiological data,
for conventional dosimetry, for effect as a function of y. In general, a

different function q(y) may emerge for each
For the purpose of risk evaluation, the impor- experimental system and endpoint. Thus,
tant feature of a radiation field is the judgement is required to determine one
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function which is representative of ali end- rate effects and the interaction of radiation
points of concern for radiation protection. This with other hazardsin the workplace.
function will make it possibleto calculate r for
any irradiation where f(y) can be determined. Track Ends
The constant of proportionality, k, can be
evaluated utilizing the data for human expo- W.E. Wilson, L. A. Braby, and J. Songt'_
sures to low LET radiations. Since nearly ali of
this data is for x and y ray exposures (BEIR Researchers have speculated that the pre-
1989), the first step is to calculate f(y) for sumed high density of ionization and energy
these radiations. This can be done with good deposition at the end of secondary electron
reliability when the radiation is well char- tracks, a so called =track end", may constitute
acterized in the conventional way (x-ray volt- a significant contribution of radiation of high
age, filtration, half-value layer, field size, relative biological effectiveness (RBE) char-
irradiation geometry for backscatter calculation acter. In an attempt to investigate this specu-
etc.). For each epidemiologicalsituation where lation, we have simulated low energy electron
the average risk, R, and the relative risk, r, can tracks and are analyzing their energy and ioni-
be evaluated, an estim,_te of k can be deter- zation depositions. Monoenergetic electrons of
mined. These estimates of k may differ from 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 7.5, and 10 kev have been simu-
one study to another, and thev may change as lated using Monte Carlo methods, and the
additional cases are repurted. Judgement is number of track ends and the fraction of
again required to chose a representative value energy deposited by them and their second-
for k. aries per primary have been determined.

Thus, judgement must be exercised twice, in For each primary electron energy, the stochas-
choosing a representative function q(y) which tics of the energy deposition were analyzed as
is satisfactory for ali endpoints, and in select- a function of two energy parametersdefined as
ing an appropriate value for k in order to assign thresholds. One energy threshold, Et, defines
an average risk, R=kr, to an occupational the fraction of absorbed energy appearing as
exposure. These are exactly the same judg- the presumed high linear energy transfer (LET)
ment based decisions which have to be made radiation in the track end; as the electron
in the present dose based radiation protection slows prior to degrading to Et, ali energy
system. The quality factor has to be based on depositionsare considered to be of low LET.
an acceptable representative function for rela- The second energy parameter, Eh, defines a
tive biologicaleffectiveness (RBE)as a function "branch track;" that is, a secondary electron
of LET. This takes into account the magnitude generated with energy greater than Eb is
of the effect for different endpoints. Then, an assumed to be a separate low LET track entity
acceptable dose equivalent has to be deter- until it degrades in energy to less than Et, then
mined based on the risk observed in different becoming a track end. Thus, the number of
epidemiologicalstudies, track ends is one greater than the number of

branch tracks.
A change to a fluence based radiation protec-

tion system does not materially affect the data Figure 1 shows the average number of branch-
available for use in evaluating risk, nor does it tracks per primary produced by primary elec-
necessarily result in any change in the radiation trons of 1 to 10 kev as a function of the
exposures which are judged to be acceptable, threshold energy, Eh, defining a branch track.
What it does do is change the emphasis in Generally, less than one branch-track is pro-
evaluating radiation exposures from "the duced on av_,rage by each primary electron.
effects of average energy depositions"to "the Only for 10 kev primaries and a branch-track
average effects of random energy depositions." threshold of 300 eV or less does the frequency

This change in emphasis will provide a much
more realistic framework for evaluating dose (a) Visiting scientist, Instituteof Biophysics, Chineee

Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China.
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FIGURE 1. Number of Branch Tracks Produced by Low FIGURE 2. Fraction of Energy Deposited as Low-LET

Energy Electrons as a Function of Threshold Energy, F.=. A Radiation as a Function of Track-End Threshold, E,. A
secondary electron is considered a separate track entity, a track end is presumed to be high-LET radiation and
branch track, if its initial energy exceeds Eh. distinguished from the low-LET portion of the fast electron

track by the energy threshold E,.

get much above one per track. These results
indicate that electrons of 10 kev or less pro- the energy deposition is mostly clustered along
duce very few branch-tracks and thus few the meanderingpath of the primaryelectron.
track-ends.
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Radiation Physics

The chemical and biological response to energy deposition by ionizing radiation is largely deter-
mined by the initial spatial and temporal pattern of excitation and ionization produced in the absorb-
ing medium. These patterns are established through producing and slowing secondary electrons
that define the structure of charged particle tracks. Studies in radiation physics focus on experi-
mental and theoretical investigation of differential cross sections for secondary electron production
by charged particles, with emphasis on charged particle energies and species representative of
neutron-induced recoils in tissue and radon alpha particles. These studies provide quantitative
information and insight into the processes of energy deposition by high-LET radiation. Mathe-
matical models of energy degradation and transport are developed using these data to describe the
initial pattern of energy deposition in representative biological media. Emphasis in the Monte Carlo
modelling effort is on understanding the role of the heterogeneous nature of the cellular environ-
ment in the energy transport process.

Recent experimental studies have focused on differential cross sections for ionization by ions that
possess bound electrons and on electron production and transport in foil targets following passage
of fast protons. Theoretical work has also been continued, in collaboration with other investiga-
tors, to better understand the role of bound projectile electrons in collisional ionization of atomic
and molecular targets. The results of our studies of electron production by charged particles are
combined with literature data for Monte Carlo-based energy transport studies that focus on under-
standing the systematics of local energy deposition in molecular, cellular, and heterogeneous con-
densed phase systems. Knowledge of energy deposition processes and models of energy transport
contributes to the ability to extrapolate observe biological effects as a function of dose, dose rate,
and radiation quality.

Cross Sections for Partially Stripped Ion traverse matter. However, energy deposition is

Impact a stochastic process which means that Monte
Carlo based track structure models must treat

R. D. DuBois the energy loss "event-by-event." For these
purposes, the concept of an average effective

Heavy ions traversing matter lose energy and charge is inadequate because the amount of
slow due to coulomb interactions with bound energy deposited depends on the charge and
electrons of the media. When the projectile energy of the projectile ion for each event.
velocity decreases to roughly that of the elec-
trons in the media, target electrons can be cap- Thus, to provide an understanding of energy
tured into bound states of the projectile ion, deposition by dressed particles, our latest

research efforts have concentrated on studyingthus reducing the net projectile charge. In
electron emission as electrons are systematic-subsequent collisions, additional electrons may

be captured or those already captured may be ally added to a bare ion. During the past year,
ionized. Thus the projectile charge is a we have focussed on two aspects of this sub-
dynamically changing variable along the path of ject. We are primarily interested in how ioniza-
the ion. In stopping power studies, this phe- tion cross sections scale as a function of the
nomenon has led to the concept of an "average electron emission angle, the ejected electron
effective" ion charge for describing the average energy, projectile velocity, charge and type. In
characteristics of energy loss as ions addition, we have investigated the processes

of energy deposition by neutral projectiles.
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Scaling of Differential Ionization Cross Here DDCS(P q+) represents the doubly differen-
Sections tial cross section for electron emission induced

by a projectile P with net charge +q. These

R. D. DuBois, O. Jagutzke, _j and R. Herrmann _j data are compared to cross sections obtained
for fully stripped boron in order to determine

Electrons bound to a bare projectile ion tend to Z._(E,E)). Note that a helium target was
chosen in order to minimize multiple electronpartially screen the nuclear charge z. For very

distant interactions, the screening is rather emission or inner shell ionization probabilities
effective, and, according to the Born that might influence our interpretation of Z,_.
approximation (McGuire et al. 1981), the cross
sections are expected to scale according to the Our values of Z._ for oxygen ion impact are
square of the net charge, i.e., as (z -N) 2, where shown in Figure 1. In order to more conven-
N is the number of bound electrons. For inter- iently compare results obtained for different
actions occurring within the orbitals of the angles of emission or impact velocity, Zo, is
bound electrons, the screening is negligible, plotted versus the emitted electron velocity in

units of the incoming projectile velocity dividedand hence the cross sections should scale as
z2. The possibility also exists that the bound by cos(E)), where the cos(E)) term is added so
projectile electrons can directly interact with that the binary encounter position occurs pre-
the target electrons; these interactions should cisely at 2, independent of emission angle. In
scale as N. Where both the projectile nucleus- this way, scaling for "close collisions" but for
target electron and projectile electron-target different angles of electron emission can be
electron interactions are important, an incoher- compared more easily.
ent sum of their probabilities is required, i.e.,

The data demonstrate that for small ejectedthe electron emission should scale according to
(z2 + N). electron velocities Z., is on the order of, and

increases with, the net projectile charge, q,
whereas for the fastest electron velocities, Z°,Thus with respect to a bare nucleus, target

ionization produced by a projectile possessing
N bound electrons is expected to scale as Z._2
where Z., ranges in value from z-N for distant _ ° , _ , , i _ _
collisions to z for close collisions or to (zz + ,=-_o" o=- -

o -- • ' __ = gS.
N) 1/2for situations where projectile electron-tar- _ 'o _E ° °_ ._
get electron interactions are also important. ,4"e -"---_"

This concept has been formulated for total tar- '-_ --_..r_--get ionization cross sections. We are investi- =_ ,o=_,, _._ 3o=_., _
gating whether it can be applied to differential 0 I. ' ' ' ' , ' I ' ' !, i i 1 I i I I 1 I

electron emission cross sections as weil. ,= .__ o_ __ :.. _

-Using data previously collected in our labora- ; , ___ o_ ..'
tory for 0.5 MeV/u boron, carbon, oxygen and _=i0 .._ _==dl _r -- _=_.._ __._
fluorine ions colliding with a helium target, we , _.a ,_" -- ___._=';E__''.. -
have determined Z., as a function of laboratory ,_ ,s=_,,. __ 6o0,_., _

gl j , , , ! , ! , , _ ,emission an e, E), and eected electron energy, °o 0.5 , 15 i _s 0 o.s I 15 z _s 3
E. Specifically, _===0_=) _0=__=)

Z,,(E,E)) = [5 DDCS(Pq')/DDCS(B6") _2. (1) FIGURE 1. The Effective Charges for 0.5 MoV/u Oxygen
Ions Interacting with a Helium Target as a Function of
Electron Emission Velocity and Angle. The emission veloci-

ties are in units of the projectile velocity (Vp) divided by

(a) Institute for Nuclear Physics, The J. W. Goethe cose in order to place the binary encounter peak at V=2
University of Frankfurt, Germany. for ali angles.
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decreases as the net charge increases. This 1= ..... _.... f..., ..... ., .... t .... _.... _.....

decrease for high-energy electron emission Za, for Close Collisions
arises because binary collisions, which are 10 (at BinaryEncounterPeak)
important in this region, are related to target

electrons elastically scattering off the incoming s o "

projectile. As the charge of the incoming pro- x _'''--'--_.
jectile increases, the large-angle elastic scatter- ° - :
ing cross sections (in the projectile frame) N• 6 ,
decrease. This means that the small angle (lab

frame) binary encounter contributions decrease ' • o,.
X 0 4°

as the net charge increases (Schultz and Olson _ O"o,.
1991). Another interesting feature is that Zeff 2
for very fast electrons emitted in collisions
involving partially stripped projectile impact can 0 .... _.... ' .... ' .... i,,..l .... , ,,,, ..,
exceed z, the bare nuclear charge. In fact, the 10 =0 =0 _0 so 60 7o so
data demonstrate that they also can exceed LaboratoryEmissionAngle(degrees)
(Z2 + N) 1/2.

FIGURE 3. The Effective Charges for 0.5 MeV/u Oxygen

In Figures 2 and 3, the behavior of Zeff is Ions Impacting on Heliumes a Functionof EmissionAngle.

investigated for distant and close collisions The charges were determined at the binary encounter peak(V = 2 in Figure 1 ).
respectively, lt was assumed that distant colli-
sions lead primarily to the emission of slow

electrons, e.g., scaled electron velocities Since low-energy electron emission is the
<0.5, and close collisions are responsible for dominant contributor to the total emission
the emission of fast electrons, e.g., scaled cross section, this independence of ejected
velocities -2. For distant collisions, Zeff electron cross sections on angle of emission
scales rather nicely with the net projectile and projectile type is why an average effective
charge--independent of the projectiles tested projectile charge may be successful when
(Figure 2) and of emission angle (Figure 1). applied to stopping power measurements.

For close collisions, Figure 3 again indicates
a , , , , _ , l that Zeff increases as the net projectile charge

decreases, lt also demonstrates that Zeff is
7 Z=fffor DistantCollisions - rather constant for smaller angles of emission,
6 - but decreases for larger angles of emission. As

a preliminary explanation, we attribute this

s _,_cO o decrease to the fact that the binary peak (hard

N"' collision) intensity is rapidly decreasing with
respect to the soft collision intensity as the

3 angle of emission inc,'eases. Thus the

tile decrease in Zeff may indicate that the high-
= _ o eoron energy electron emission at 60 ° results pri-x Carbon
1 _ o oxygan _ marily from distant interactions and that close

, _uor_n, binary collisions are playing a negligible role in
o ' , ' , _ ,. i producing high-energy electrons. Additional

0 1 = = 4 s 6 7 = studies will indicate whether this assumption is
Projectile Charge State correct.

RGURE 2. The Effective Charges Obtained for Distant Data for carbon ions colliding with helium wereCollisions, i.e., for Low Energy Electron Emission, for
0.5 MeV/u IonsImpacting on Helium also collected at lower impact energies (25 to

150 keV/amu). Some of these data are shown
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in Figure 4. This time Z,, is plotted against the impact. Also, collaborative studies (Heil et al.
scaled ejected electron energies. Except for 1992) have shown that the differential electron
charge state 4, a nearly constant Z°, is found emission cross sections resulting from fast H
in the 1 to 30 eV range. For higher electron and He impact are non-negligiblein magnitude.
energies, Zm increases to values on the order
of, or slightly larger than, the nuclear charge of In order to understand how neutral projectiles
6. A brief comparison of the data for induce target ionization, a collaborative effort
500 keV/amu and !50 keV/amu carbon impact with S.T. Manson, Georgia State University,
indicates that Ze, does not strongly depend on Atlanta, Georgia, has investigated the first
the impact en_.rgy. Data for additionalenergies Born approximation for collisions involving
and angles net t to be evaluated to investigate dressed ions. For fast collisions involving
this further, dressed particles, the dominant process is

simple target (or projectile) ionization, i.e.,

Ionization by Neutral Projectiles ionization of one of the collision partners with
the configuration of the other I'emaining

R. D. DuBois and S. T. Manson r°) unchanged. This process results from a first-
order interaction between the electron that is

Researchers often assume that because no ejected and the nucleusof the co!!isionpartner,
long.range coulomb forces exist, neutral pro- which we designate as the e-n process. How-
jectiles produce little or no target ionization, ever, first order interactions between target
Thus energy deposition models ignore projectile electrons and proiectile electrons, which lead
ions once they become neutralized. However, to ionization-excitationof the collision partners,
previous studies in our laboratory (DuBois and can also be important.
K_ver 1989) have shown that total ionization
cross sections for neutral hydrogen impact can For example, for fast neutral particles with N
be comparable to those resultingfrom proton electrons in a singleoccupied electron subshell,

e.g., H and He projectiles, the doubly differen-
tial cross section (DDCS) for ionizing a tai'get
via the e-n process is given by the following

....... / c_quation(Manson and DuBois 1992):150keWuCS.on H"lium t15degrees "v

8 q.o ---- / ._ , - Gis)e_,= Ale,K) [IZ- N FIK) 12]dK. 12), ... , ...'pi'".:
2 -.-- /, .'/ t"

, -- -_" ///," T;':e DDCS for the projectile electron-target
- 4 ._" "j/, -N .._ ; o

._.._. .._,, _ electron process, i.e., for ionizing the target

-_Z,'"_---"-"-"--"--*'""_" li and simultaneously exciting the incident par-ticle, is given approximately by the following
= .......... ":j I. equation (Manson and DuBois 1992):.... .. .,°., B.F--

Lo,, [ IF(K)I= A(E,K) IN - N =]dK (3)o ........ ' ..... • .... J , • , . .... I G(E)...
10 100 1000

(ev)
In this formulation, ali information about the

FIGURE 4. The Effective Charges for 0.15 MeV/u Carbon target is contained in A(e,K), where the term in
l_ns Impacting on Helium as a Function of Electron
Emission Energy. The dsta are for 15 ° laboratory electron brackets contains information about screening
emissionangles, the incident particle's nuclear charge by its

bound electrons, e is the energy of the ejected
target electron, hK is the momentum transfer,
and F(K) is the _ingle electron form factor for
the initial state of the projectile, I i >. F(K)is

(a) Department of Physics and Astronomy, Georgia State given byUniversity, Atlanta, Georgia.
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F(K) = < /lea'l i >. (4) Schultz, D. R., and R. E. Olson. 1991.
"Binary Peak Enhancement and Structure in
Partially Stripped Ion-Atom Collisions." J.

By definition, I F(K)I is bounded by 1 and 0 Phys. B 24:3409.
as K -> 0 and oo, respectively. This cor-

responds to low- and high-energy electron gecondary Electron Emission from Thin
emission, i.e., to large and small impact Foils
parameter collisions.

C. P: exler r'j and R. D. DuBois
In evaluating the relative importance of the e-n

and the e-e interactions, note that the major In order to provide experimental information
difference between G(E),_nand G(_)N is due to about electron production and transport in
the te;ms in brackets, which we refer to P: (_]_n cG,ndensed phase media, a year ago we assem-
and []H respectively. For neutral projectiles, bled and tested an apparatus for investigating
Z = N, and O'(_)e. n is proportional to [I N - N proton-induced electron emission from thin car-
F(K) I 2] while G(E)._°is unchanged. Hence, the bon foils. Briefly, it consists of a pulsed proton
first Born formulation predicts that for distant beam interacting with a thin carbon foil posi-
collisions involving target ionization by neutral tioned perpendicular to the beam direction.
projectiles, the e-e interactions will dominate Electrons ejected from the foil are energy
the electron emission cross section. This is analyzed using time-of-flight (TOF)techniques.
because distant collisions mean that F -> 1 The TOF spectrometer can be rotated in order
and hence []N/[]_n-> oo. Since low-energy to investigate electrons emitted between 15
electron emission is the major contributor to and 165 ° with respect to the proton beam
the total target ionization cross section, e-e direction. Preliminary data were reported in
interactions also dominate the total ionization this publication last year.
cross sections. Experiments are in progress to

confirm these r,'edictions and to identify During the hast year, additional studies were
exactly where, and how important, these undertaken. These studies indicated that con-
electron-electron processes are. tamination of the foil surface by adsorbed

molecules from the residual gases inside the
References vacuum chamber constitute a more serious

problem than originally anticipated. As an
DuBois, R. D., and A. K_ver. 1989. "Single example, Figure 1 shows the differential
and Double Ionization of Helium by Hydrogen- electron yield (electrons/proton/solid angle)
Atom Impact." Phys. Rev. A 40:3605. measured at 1350 for 2 MeV proton impact.

The various curves were accumulated in suc-

Hell, O., R. D. DuBois, R. Males, M. Kuzel, and cession as gas molecules slowly adhered to the
K-O Groeneveld. "Ionization in Fast-Neutral- surface. Although we had no direct means of
Particle-Atom Collisions: H and He Atoms verifying the initial surface conditions, we
Imr)acting on He." 1992. Phys. Rev. A assume that the foil was free of adsorbed
45:2850. gases initially since we baked the foil at 200 to

300°C for 24 hours and then immediately
McGuire, J. H., N. Stolterfoht, and P.R. (within a few seconds) begin our measure-
Simony. 1981. "Screening and Antiscreening ments of the electron emission. As Figure 1
by Projectile Electrons in High-Velocity Atomic indicates, over a period of time the low-energy
Collisions." F/:ys. Rev. A 24:97. electro= yield increases dramatically, and also

the maximum of the distribution moves to
Manson, S. T., and R. D. DuBois. 1992.
"Multielectron Transitions Resulting f(om Inter-
actions Between Target and Projectile Electrons (al GSF-Institutef_irStrahlenschutz, Neuherberg, Germany.

in Ionizing Collisions." Phys. Rev. A R6773-6.
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FIGURE 1. The Electron Yield (electron/proton) for 1;35 °

Electron Emission from a Thin (Spg/cm 2) Carbon Foil

Resulting from 2 MeV Proton Impact. The yields demon- FIGURE 2. The Electron Yield as a Function of Emission

strate how surface contaminants influence the yield. Angle for 1 MeV Proton Impact on a 5 pg/cm 2 Carbon Foil

lower electron energies. Also note that the lower emission energies, than do electrons
high-energy electron yield decreases over a emitted more perpendicular to the surface.
period of time. One possible explanation for this is due to the

image charge formed within the foil.

The increase in yield of low-energy electrons is
attributed to gas molecules,primarily O2, being A Stochastic Model of Ion
adsorbed on the surface. Using the measured Track Structure (°l
chamber pressure, 2 x 10° Torr in this case,
and assuming that ali oxygen molecules strik- W.E. Wilson and H. G. Paretzkecb)
ing the surface adhere to it, the number of
monolayers of oxygen on the surface were cal- Experts in the field generally accept that the
culated and is indicated in the figure. Clearly, initial spatial distribution of energy depositions
surface contamination exceedinga fraction of a is a crucial factor determining the relative bio-
percent of a monolayer is unacceptablefor reli- logical effectiveness of high linear energy
able yield measurements. With present transfer (LET) radiations. The initial spatial
vacuum limitations, we are limited in the time pattern provides the starting conditions for the
that a "clean" surface can be investigated to subsequent biochemical processes leading to
approximately 1 minute. A low-energy ion radiation damage. For this reason, the micro-
sputtering gun has been purchased in order to scopic dosimetry of heavy ion tracks has been
more easily and consistently produce a clean a subject of considerable experimental and
surface for investigation. Also, efforts are in theoretical interest for two decades. Much of
progress to improve the chamber vacuum and the theoretical modeling effort (Chunxiang,
thus to extend the time available for analysis Dunn, and Katz 1985) has focused on the
before surface contamination becomes a average radial dosimetry, ignoring the stochas-
problem, tic effects inherent in producing and transport-

ing energy by secondaryelectrons (delta-rays).
In spite of our limitations in maintaining a clean
surface, we were able to acquire some infor-

(a) A poster presented at the 1lth Microdosimetry

mation about the differential electron yields as Symposium, Gatlinbutg, TN, 12-18 September 1992,
a function of angle of emission. These are accepted for publication in Radiation Protection

shown in Figure 2. We find that electrons emit- Dosimetry.
ted more parallel to the foil surface have (b) GSF-Institutf_r Strahlenschutz,D-8042, Neuherberg,

dramatically smaller yields, particularly for FRG.
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These effects can become quite significant for The stochastic ion track model predicts the
nanometer-sized targets. The following exam- PDF in ionization number or alternatively, in
pies illustrate how numerical evaluation of the energy imparted as a function of radialdistance
model can provide an estimate of straggling from the ion path• One can numerically ante-
and delta-ray transport effects in nanodosim- grate the model PDFs over radial distance to
etry problems• obtain a prediction of the PDF for a broad

beam of monoenergetic ions. The results for
Ion track structure can be simulated by Monte 1-MEV protons for the site sizes of 2 to
Carlo methods and the results used to calculate 100 nanometers are shown in Figure 1. The
energy deposition distributions around the ion integration in this instance converged very
path, but efforts are generally limited to bare rapidly beyond four site radii• For the larger
ions owing to a dearth of suitable heavy-ion site sizes, the calculated probabilitydensity dis-
cross sections• We have performed extensive tributions exhibit the expected increase at
computer calculations of proton track struc- small values of energy imparted arising from
tures using the detailed-histories Monte Carlo delta-ray effects (ICRU 1983)• This effect has
code MOCA14 to obtain the probabilitydensity been observed experimentally, but for larger
functions (PDF) for ions passing through sites.
(Wilson, Metting, and Paretzke 1988; Wilson
and Paretzke 1988) and near the region of
interest(',b_ and described the results with o•ols ..... , .... , .... , .... , ....
empirical analytic functions for convenient _ I J " i .i

A I alto diameter.application - ,• ' tl z

I J I -'-'°°
Because energetic delta-rays are infrequently _ ,,/,,\,1 i i ___i 0

produced by MeV protons, enhanced scoring --->,
methods were required, especially for radial _:

distances near the maximum delta'ray range" _ , I_I:._...I... ] '

: o.oos ......._...........................................................
To achieve acceptable statistical accuracy, ®=r
scoring was done at multiple positions for each '"
track. Logarithmically distributed bin widths

• . • , . . _ - , _ ='_ •,.,=__

were used in scoring the energy and ionization o o _oo =oo sao 400 sao
density distributions for each site in order to
cover a wide dynamic range in parameter val-

ues with a minimum computer-memory require- o.oo4 ......... 1 ......... ] ....
ment. Site diameters for which results were r. B lairs diameter
computed were 2 to 100 nanometers for ion : "
energies of 0.3 to 20 MeV. The empirical fit- > 0.003 "i / .......................................................--e--ao- - ,-40, 60

tang of the simulated PDFs to arrive at the _ . -.-loo
phenomenological model is described in detail _. o.oo= ............................................................................................................
in the symposium proceedings(¢)and therefore o ,= I I
is not repeated here. =

o.ool ...................................................l.........................
IL

• _''" , , ,,_. ! _ " "'--e_(a) W. E, VVilson, "On the Stochastics of the Ion L ..... '1.":--_.,--.-_-_
Penumbra" (submitted for publication), 0 O 500 1000 1500 2000 _500

(b) W. E. Wilson and H, G. Paretzke, "Microdosimetric

Aspects of 0.3 to 20-Mev Proton Tracks: II Touchers" Energy Imparted, _/ eV
(in preparation),

(c) W, E. VV_lsonand H, G, Paretzke, "A Stochastic Model FIGURE 1, Model Calculations of the Probability Density in

of Ion Track Structure." Radiat, Prot. Dosim, (accepted Energy Imparted for a Uniform Broad Beam of 1-MEV
for publication), Protons Irradiating Sites of 2 to 100 Nanometers Diameter
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Alternatively, one can integrate the model for the Inactivation of Dry Enzymes and
PDFs over ionization number to obtain the Viruses." Radiat. Prot. Dosim. 13:215-218.
probability for an ionizing event as a function
of radial distance. This was done, again for International Commission on Radiation Units
1-MEV protons, and the results are shown in (ICRU). 1983. "Microdosimetry," Report 36.
Figure 2. Except for the 2-nanometer site, the Washington, DC.
probability is 1, that is, a certainty, that the
site will experience an ionization by a crosser. Wilson, W. E., and H. G. Paretzke. 1988. "An
At a radialdistance equal to the site radius, the Analytic Model for Ionization Distributions
probability drops abruptly and then monotonic- Produced in Nanometer Volumes by Recoil
ally decreasesuntil near the maximum delta-ray Protons." Radiat. Prot. Dosim. 23:45-47.
range. For the 2-nanometer site, the prob-
ability for an ionization by a crosser is less than Wilson, W. E., N. F. Metting, and H. G.
1 simply because the dimension of the site is Paretzke. 1988. "Microdosimetric Aspects of
comparable with the mean-free-path for ioniza- 0.3 - 20-MEV Proton Tracks: I. Crossers."
tion by 1-MEV protons, and thus the proton Radiat. Prot. Dosirn. 115:389-402.
may passthrough such a small site without pro-
ducing ionizationwithin it. The Stochastics of the Positive

10n Penumbra c')
References

w. E. Wilson
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"Radial Distributionof Dose and Cross Sections lt is generally accepted that the initial spatial

distribution of energy depositions is a crucial
factor determining the relative biological effec-

........ ' ..... ""1 ..... '"1'"''_ .... tiveness of high linear energy transfer (LET)
/ I radiations. The initial spatial pattern provides

1 .............................................................................the starting conditions for the subsequent bio-

_ ii_ } iiiiiiiiiiii i chemical processes leading to radiation dam-

'_ age. For this reason, the microscopic dosim-It
etry of heavy ion tracks has been a subject of

o o.ol considerable experimental and theoreticalII.

inter'est for two decades. The experimental
• studies fall into two general categories, those
"' that focus on average dosimetry quantities and10.4

those that measure stochastic properties as a
c lille diameter _ _ _,

.om .........._ll nm ......... _ .............................. function of radial distance from the path of the
"-" --_ s _ _ ion. The experimental work has inspired anc

o t o-' ......... ............. "".{..........................extensive theoretical modeling effort focused
-o- 2o primarily on the average radial dosimetry

........................................................._........................._ (Waligorski et al. 1986). Ion track structure
--_-1 oo can be simulated by Monte Carlo methods and

1o" ........ ' ........................ the results used to calculate energy deposition
o.1 1 1o 1o0 10oo distributions around the ion path (Waligorski et

al. 1986; Wilson 1988), but efforts are limited
Radial Olstance, nm tO bare ions owing to a dearth of suitable

heavy-ion cross sections.
FIGURE 2. Ionization-Event Probability for 1-MEV Protons

Passing at Various Distances Through or Near Simulated
Absorbers of 2 to 100 Nanometers Diameter. The prob-

ability becomes very small at the range of the maximum (a) A paper describing this work by this title was submitted
energy delta ray. for publication.
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That a statistical treatment of the ion mean free path for producing secondary elec-
penumbra is ultimately required is evident trons of 500 eV or greater (short tracks) is
when one considers the cross sections for pro- about 200 nm (0.2 microns), and for 200 eV
ducing energetic secondary electrons (Wilson and greater (blobs plus short tracks), it is about
et al. 1984; Miller, et al. 1987); it is a simple 65 nm in unit density tissue. The effect of this
matter to estimate the mean-free path for is depicted by the example in Figure 2 of a
inelastic collisions producing energetic delta Monte Carlo simulation of a segment of a
rays. Consider, 1 MeV proton track. Two energetic delta rays

(short tracks) are shown, one of almost 1 keV

I/A_ = nj'_"o'(w)dw (1) in energy, the other slightly over 500 eV; theirseparation is nominally 250 nm, much longer
than their combined ranges. The short tracks

where o(w) is the single differential cross in this example do not overlap, so averaging
section for ejecting ionization electrons of their energy deposition does not tell the whole
energy between w and w + dw (Wilson et al. story. A complete model of the ion penumbra
1984; Miller et al. 1987), Wm,xis the kinematic should allow for the stochastic nature of the
maximum energy that an ion can transfer to individual delta rays.
the electron, and n is the number of target
molecules per unit volume. A_ is then the This work extends our previous Monte Carlo
mean free path for producing secondary elec- calculations of proton track structure (Wilson
trons with energy, w > 4. This quantity was et al. 1988), for 1-Mev protons whose paths
calculated for 1-MEV protons in unit density pass outside the region of interest and there-
water vapor, and the result is shown in Fig- fore deposit energy only by delta ray transport;
ure 1. From this, one can conclude that the such events have been referred to as

"touchers" (ICRU 1983; Harder and Blohm
1984). Since energetic delta-rays are pro-

l 1 ! !ii!!!! ] ! ! ii! ducedinfrequently, and they are therefore rela-
tively far apart, the probability that a site will

1o" I!:!:!!!_!_!!:!]_!::_!:i!!!!!I!_:!I:!!!_:i!._!!:::!:!!!!!!!!_!!!!!!!:1::!!.!_!!::!!!_!!!_::/!!!!i!!:!7 experience any energy deposition at ali is most

I:!................,...................:!l'i,:,,,":.......................:i:'::::":....,...._.._::::::::
' , If: ....... , : I : .... often quite small. In this study, normalization

I!.._!H_ iii::::ii:::i:. of differential frequency distributions is on a

f 1 ! itli,il i i _ i !II.................. unit fluence or per track basis except where,_E................................ _...[11......................., ..._.l.!.J.......... specifically noted otherwise. The absolute

' :!!:.:!::!:::::!:7!:!:! probability for a proton to deposit energy viaIo"7 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.!:::.:!:!!:::!.::::::::::::::::::::::::.'" !:!::::

I L : t iii I i iil! 'l -........................._ .........................: ....................11.................
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Eleclron Energy, MeV FIGURE 2. Segment of Simulated 1-MEV Proton Track.
Two delta-ray short tracks are shown, one of 967 eV and

another of 522 eV energy, separated by approximatelyFIGURE 1. Mean-Free-Path, A&, for the Production by
250 nanometera. The mean-free-path for production of1-MEV Protons of Delta-Rays Having Energy Equal to or

Greater Than A. The mean-free-path was obtained by short tracks by 1 MeV protons is about 200 nanometers.
numerically integrating the single differential cross section The interaction transfer points are projected onto the plane
for secondary electron production (3,4). of the figure.
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delta-rays is determined directly from the out- These results provide an explanation for why
put of the simulation and is called the delta-ray the average dose about an ion track varies as
event probability (DEP). The radial-distance the inverse square of the radial distance from
dependence of the DEP is a primary topic of the ion path. Energy deposited at a distance
this study. Secondly, the density distributions from the ion path is produced, by and large, by
for energy imparted and for ionization number a single delta-ray. Therefore, the fluence will
and their moments are presented, behave geometrically as if from a point source

rather than from a line source. Given that the

The ion track sim_dation method was described delta-ray arrives at the site and interacts, the
previously (Wilson et al. 1988). The detailed average deposition (first moment) is constant,
history Monte Carlo code MOCA15 simulated so no additional radial-distance dependence is
the delta-ray field around proton tracks that introduced. The average dose is proportional
were restricted to pass outside the absorber to the quotient of two quantities, one is the
region of interest, probability that some energy is deposited,

which varies as 1# 2, the other is the (condi-
Since very energetic delta-rays are produced tional) average energy deposited, which is
infrequently, and the DEP is small, enhanced independent of radial distance.
scoring methods were required, especially at
radial distances near the maximum delta-ray References
range. To achieve acceptable efficiencies,

scoring was done at multiple positions for each Harder D., and R. Blohm. 1984. "Microdo-
track. Rings of sites were defined at several simetric Characterization of Photon and Elec-
radii and individually scored; distributions tron Radiations." Radiat. Prot. Dosim.
obtained for positionally equivalent members of 9:171-174.
the ensemble were then combined. In this

way, more information was obtained from each International Commission on Radiation Units
track. Logarithmically distributed bin widths and Measurements (ICRU). 1983. Report 36.
were used in scoring the energy and ionization Washington, D.C.
density distributions for each site in order to
cover a wide dynamic range in parameter val- Mille:, J. H., W. E. Wilson, S. T. Manson, and
ues with a minimum computer-memory require- M.E. Rudd. 1987. "Differential Cross Sec-
ment. Single-event distributions for energy tions for Ionization of Water Vapor by High-
imparted and ionization number were computed Velocity Vare Ions and Electrons." J. Chem.
for radial distances until the absolute proba- Phys. 86:157-162.
bility for any deposition fell to less than about

10 .5. Site diameters for which results were Waligorski, M.P.R., R. N. Hamm, and R. Katz.
computed were 2 to 100 nanometers for an 1986. "The Radial Distribution of Dose Around

ion energy of 1 MeV. Statistical sample sizes the Path of a Heavy Ion in Liquid Water."
typically were 106 to 106 tracks depending on Nucl. Tracks Radiat. Meas. 11:309-319.
site size.

Wilson, W. E., N. F. Metting, and H. G.
The probability that a site experiences any Paretzke. 1988. "Microdosimetric Aspects of
energy deposition at ali due to delta-ray trans- 0.3- 20-MEV Proton Tracks: I. Crossers."
port is very small, lt was found that the Radiat. Res. 115:389-402.
probability is proportional to the solid angle

subtended by the site at its point of closest Wilson, W. E., J. H. Miller, and L. H. Toburen.
approach. The functional dependence of the 1988. "Differential Cross Sections for Ioniza-

conditional frequency density distributions in tion of Methane, Ammonia, and Water Vapor
energy imparted and in ionization number is by High Velocity Ions." J. Chem. Phys.
approximately exponential, and their first and 80:5631-5638.
second moments were found to be largely inde-
pendent of radial distance.
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Radiation Biophysics Program

The Radiation Biophysics Project providesexperimental radiobiologicaldata to test currently evolv-
ing theoretical models of the molecular and cellular effects developing in the Radiation dosimetry
and Modeling Cellular Effects programs. These studies address predictions of mechanistic mathe-
matical models that relate endpoints such as damage produced at the molecular level, structural
alterations of DNA, mutation, transformation, cell inactivation, and the kinetics of damage produc-
tion and removal to their initiating physical energy-depositionevents. Experiments are designed
specifically to provide information on radiation response in areas where modeling studies suggest
such measurements will have the greatest impact to facilitate distinguishing between different
basic concepts of damage production and expression in macromolecules. Plasmid and genomic
DNA are irradiated under specific conditions of dose, dose rate, and radiation quality. The damage
produced is then identified, quantified, and evaluated to determine the relative sensitivity of the
DNA molecule, of specific DNA sequences, and of macromolecularstructures to formation of that
damage. Data so derived provides information relating lesion formation, distribution, and type to
the structure of the target DNA molecule.

Studies of initial damage and the effects of biological processing of that damage are studied in
carefully defined cultured mammalian cells, irradiated under controlled conditions and allowed dif-
ferent opportunitiesfor damage alteration or removal. These studies provide a means of evaluating
the cellular mechanisms upon which cellular-effects models are based. A variety of techniques pro-
vides the detail and precision required to distinguish between mechanisms predicted by different
cellular-effects models. Experimentaldata is integrated into improved biophysical and biochemical
models,and this helps focus attention on new or alternative mechanismsto be tested.

Plasmid Structure and Spontaneous with stabilizing proteins as is genomic DNA,
Strand Separation and their structural alteration can be relatively

easily identified.

J. M. Nelson, E. W. Fleck, J. H. Miller, and
M. Hristova We previously demonstrated a positive correla-

tion between negative supercoiling and the

Although the initial physical interaction and susceptibility of pristine plasmid DNA to the
deposition of energy are entirely random, the induction of its first single-strand break by
distribution of biologically important lesions, ionizing radiation (Miller et al. 1991). We then
e.g., single- and double-strandbreaks with the attempted to determineif the site of this break-
subsequentloss of genetic material, is certainly age was dependent on the molecular architec-
not. Double-strandbreakage of the DNA mole- ture, and if it was most likely to occur in a
cule, with the concurrent rearrangement, sub- region of the molecule particularly rich in
stitution, or deletion of information, appears to adenine (A) and thymidine (T) bases, where
be the most significant radiation induced lesion transient strand separation is most likely.
associatedwith cellularradiation effects.

Since single-stranded DNA has been shown to

DNA plasmids are covalently bound circular be more fragile than double-stranded DNA, we
molecules of naked DNA having defined pri- hypothesized that the position of this first

break in a pristine supercoiled molecule mightmary and higher-order structures. They are
particularly useful for studying the inductionof coincide with that region most susceptible to
strand breaks (in particular, the first single- spontaneous transition from duplex to single-
strand break) because they are not associated strandedness. Transient disruptions of base

pairing in plasmld DNA would be associated
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with the torsional stress of negative supercoil- can be seen in Table 1, the lengths of the frag-
ing, and consequently, we would expect that ments observed were virtually identical to the
increased superhelicity would increase the lengths predicted for nicking within the AT-rich
probability of denaturation within the AT-rich region around bp 2000.
sequences. Therefore, if open states are in-
volved in the increased sensitivity to radiation Mung-bean nuclease has been shown to cut
induced strand scission observed in under- only one of the two DNA strands. In our first
wound plasmids, then at least part of this experiments we then cut the second strand
increase should be due to nonrandombreakage with another nuclease that cuts only RNA and
at the AT-rich regions, single-stranded DNA. In the course of these

experiments, we learned that Mung-bean
Theory also predicted that the probability of nuclease will cut both strands, given sufficient
denaturation will increase with temperature and time and under slightly more aggressive diges-
decrease with the ionic strength of the buffer tion conditions. Thereafter, the second
in which the molecules are irradiated. Last nucleasedigestionwas not done.
year we investigated this hypothesisby assess-
ing nonrandom break induction in the plBI-30 These experiments have shown us that the
plasmid, and our early findings indicated that native supercoiled plasmid is naturally single
preferential breakage does indeed occur at the stranded, at least part of the time, and at a
most probable site, as hypothesized. In these location which corresponds precisely with that
preliminary experiments, plasmid preparations location where we observed enhanced
were irradiated with doses of X-rays sufficient radiation-inducedstrand scission (Nelson et al.
to produce only about one single-strand break 1992). Experiments in which plasmid DNA is
per molecule, and although they showp.d that subjected to Southern-blotting methods
scissionoccurred first within an AT-rich region, coupled with 32p end-labelling procedures are
they could not affirm a correlationbetween the underway, but results of these experiments
enhanced probability of strand scission and have not yet corroboratedthe earlier studies.
strand separation within this region.

Our experiments will continue, as there still
Using Mung-bean nuclease and five different remains the question of whether the single-
restriction enzymes, we have now demon- strand region is simply a denatured region or
strated that spontaneous single-strandedness one of the single-strandportions of a cruciform
occurs naturally in the AT-rich region identified structure.
from theoretical determinations based on pri-
mary structure, between bp 2000 to 2050. References
Under optimum conditions, Mung-bean
nuclease cuts only one of the two strands of Miller, J. H., J. M. Nelson, M. Ye, C. E.
DNA within single-strandor denatured regions. Swenberg, J. M. Speicher, and C. J. Benham.
The location of these nicked single-stranded 1991. "Negative Supercoiling Increases the
regions is then determined by cutting the Sensitivity of Plasmid DNA to Single-Strand
nicked plasmid at a specific location with a Break Inductionby X-rays." Int. J. Radiat. Biol.
restriction enzyme which recognizes a unique 59(4):941-949.
site on the molecule. We used five different

restriction enzymes which uniquely cut the Nelson, J. M. 1992. "Base Composition and
plBI-30 plasmid at distinctly different sites: the Probability of Radiation Strand Scission."
EcoR1 @ 276, Hind3 @ 336, Dra3 @ 772, In Pacific Northwest Laboratory Annual Report
Xmnl @ 1313, and Sca1 @1432. Each of for 1991 to the DOE Office of Energy
these should produce fragments of specific Research, Radiation Biophysics. PNL-8000,
lengths if the nuclease nicked the molecule at Part 4. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
only one site (or within a single region). As Richland,Washington.
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TABLE 1. Predicted and Observed Fragment Sizes from Mung-bean Nuclease Treated plBI 30 DNA. Size determinations

were made from band positions after separation by gel electrophoresis of plBI 30 DNA digested first wi_h Mung-bean
nuclease and then with one of the restriction enzymes listed in the first column,

Restriction Recognition Site in Predicted Fragment Observed Fragment
Enzyme plBI 30 Siz@ _ Size

Hind III 336 1689 (1664-1714) 1725 and 1700
1237 (1212-1262) 1160 and 1100

Dra III 772 1253 (1228-1278) 1250 and 1300
1673 (1648-1698) 1675 and 1550

Xmn / 1313 2214 (2189-2239) 2060
712 (687-737) 700 and 775

Sca / 1432 2333 (2308-2358) - 2300
593 (568-618) - 550 and - 600 i

EcoR / 266 1759 (1734-1784) - 1700 and - 1800
1167 (1142-1192) -1100 and -1200

(a) The fragments in parentheses represent sizes based on Mung-bean nuclease cut sites at
the limits of the predicted single-stranded region.

Isolation and Radiation Sensitivity of functional HPRT and TK mutants derived from
DNA-Synthesis-Deficient CHO Double this strain. The substrain, designated AT3-
Mutants 2bu, is homozygous for TK deficiency; that

designatedAT3-2tg is HPRT-deficient.

B. S. Jacobson Using the method previously used here, we
obtained no naturally occurring HPRT-TK

Double mutants of Chinese hamster ovary double mutants from the homozygous TK-
(CHO) cells deficient in both the hypoxanthine
guanine phosphoribosyl transferase (HPRT) deficient culture out of 300,000 cells plated.
gene and the thymidine kinase (TK) gene have However, by challengingthe cells with trifluoro-
been isolated in order to investigate their thymidine (TFT), 75 apparent double mutants,
radiation response. These mutants are unable by the criterion of TFT resistance, were
to recycle either guanine or thymine through obtained from 300,000 HPRT-deficient cells.
the "salvage pathway" of DNA synthesis, but Four single-colony isolates from this group of

double mutants were successfully tested forare resistant to guanine and thymidine ana-
logues which prevent growth in normal cells, stability prior to investigating their radiation
The salvage pathway could play a role in response. Ali of the double mutants grow
repairingradiation damage, more slowly than either the original parent

AT3-2 cells or the HPRT single mutant from
which the double mutants were isolated.

In order to obtain such mutants, it was neces-
sary to have a culture of cells which are

Irradiations were performed using single dosesmutant at either locus, yet functionally hetero-
of 250 kV x rays, given at 1.0 Gy/min. Ten-zygous or hemizygous at the other. Three
percent survival doses for these three linesCHO cell lines that meet this requirement were
were 5.2 Gy, 5.0 Gy, and 4.6 Gy, respectively.obtained from the University of Texas Cancer
The small differences are not considered signi-Center in Smithville. The parent strain of this

group is hemizygous or heterozygous at three ficant. Apparently, the double mutants
salvage loci (specifically, APRT, HPRT, and respond in a normal fashion to single radiation
TK). Ln addition, we have received fully doses, despite their slower growth and reduced

plating efficiency. Experiments are under way
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to obtain data for split doses by measuring
split-dose repair parameters, Studies with
ultraviolet-light irradiationsare also planned.
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Modeling Cell Effects

This project contributes to the understanding of health risks from exposure to ionizing radiation i

through studies of interactions of swiftly moving ions and electrons with the genetic material of
mammalian cells. Two general types of interaction can be distinguished: 1) direct action in which
the electric field of charged particles slowing down in the cell producesexcitations and ionizations
in critical macromolecular structures (DNA, nucleosomes, chromatin fiber, etc.) and 2)indirect
action in which energy deposited in the aqueouscellular medium producesfree radicalsthat diffuse
to macromolecularstructures and induce chemical changes.

Ionization cross sections that are differential in the energy of secondary electrons are needed for
analyzing the direct effect of radiation on cellular genetic structures because the amount of energy
imparted to the ejected electron plays an important role in determiningthe nature of direct damage.
Most ionizations produce low-energy secondary electrons that geminately recombine with the
sibling hole or become trapped very close to it. More energetic secondary electrons can migrate a
considerable distance before they are trapped and thereby transmit the biological effects of
ionizationaway from the initial sites of energy deposition. Work in FY-1992 on secondary-electron
energy spectra included extending our semiempirical model to systems with more than one elec-
tronic shell and formulating a model of DNA ionization that allows for dielectric screening by the
solvent. Research on the indirect mode of radiation-induced DNA damage focused on conforma-
tional changes resultingfrom hydroxyl-radicalattack on DNA bases.

Semiempirical Model of Differential of differential ionization crosssections continue
Ionization Cross Sections for Multishell to make contributionsto this field.

Atoms and Molecules. Work on this project has emphasized semi-

J. Miller, C. Stigers, c,)and S. Manson cb) empirical methods that have the potential for
application to both gaseous and condensed

The energy spectrum of secondary electrons absorbing media. The same basic principlesof
secondary-electron production apply to bothplays a key role in determining the effects on

the stopping medium of energy absorbed from types of materials, but application of these
ionizing radiation. Hence, accurate differential principlesto condensed matter is more difficult

due to the complexity of their electronic struc-ionization cross sections are useful in several
areas of applied science including plasma ture and the limited amount of experimental
physics, atmospheric studies, and radiation data on secondary-electron energy spectra in

liquids and solids. Our semiempiricalapproachtherapy. Cross-sectiondata over a broad range
uses experimental photoionization cross sec-of projectile velocities are needed over the full
tions and cross sections for ionization byspectrum of secondary electron energies. This
charged particles that are integrated over theneed is rarely satisfied by experimental mea-
emission characteristics (energy and angle) ofsurements alone; therefore, both ab initio

quantum calculationsand semiempiricalmodels secondary electrons to predict cross sections
differential in the energy of secondary elec-
trons for ionization by fast electrons and posi-

(a) NORCUS student appointee under the Science and tive ions.
Engineering Research Semester (SERS) program.

(b) Department of Physics and Astronomy, Georgia State
The basic rationale behind our model is asUniversity, Atlanta, Georgia.
follows:
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1. Photoionization cross sections contain \
the information needed to predict the _ to=:
shape of the energy spectrum at low 1.0 _ _
secondary-electron energies where ,

",,X\ Iquantum effects predominate. 0.1 , /

2. Classical binary-encounter theory is _ "_'_'_1 le.
able to predict with reasonable accur- 0.01
acy the shape of the spectrum at high _'_""......._:"""..... "
secondary-electron energies from a _"_,,_ -'1
knowledge of the number of electrons 0.001 :lp

in each shell and their binding energy.
10.4 = , , I L , , I

3. The analytic form of the model forces 0 4oo 8oo 120o lago =ooo
these two limiting cases to merge hv(,v) _19301034.7

smoothly at intermediate secondary- FIGURE 1. Shell-Specific Photoionization Cross Sections
electron energies, for Neon. The abscissa is the photon energy in electron

volts and ordinate is the cross section in megaberns.

4. Fitting the area under the resulting
energy spectrum to experimental total
ionization cross sections provides the Figure 2 shows a fit of the model to integrated
proper normalizationfor single differen- cross sections for ionization of neon by elec-
tial crosssections (SDCS). tron impact. The main purposefor fitting these

data is to obtimize for parameters b and C that
Results obtained for electron-impact ionization are used to calculate SDCS, but it also sug-
of helium by this procedure (Miller and Manson gests the best value of the integrated ionization
1991) were encouraging, but most practical cross section where experimental results
applications will involve more complex atomic
and molecular specieswith more than one elec-
tronic shell. 15 .... , .... , .... , .... i .... , .... , ....

b = -1.16, C= 0.57

Although experiments at cyclotron light 12 j¢

sources are expected to increase the database __o_
of photoionization cross sections, obtaining L oOOoO°/:o- :
shell-specific (i.e., partial) photoionizationcross _ 9 _ O_oOvo _

sections is currently a major impediment in _ :: _o_oo_O
applications of our model of secondary-electron _ - oO_o°P-
energy spectra to multi-shellsystems. Data for _ 6 _ o_o_ -_
neon, an exceptionally well-studied case, are __ =,_ o

1

presented in Figure 1. The 2p shell predomi- 3-:'-
nates for photon energies below 200 eV. The
2s component of valence-shell photoionization
gradually increases relative to the 2p com- 0 _. ,-- ' " _.... ' .... ' ....
ponent, but does not greatly exceed the 2p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
component below the K-shell absorbtion edge. I°ge(T/R) 39301034_

This behavior makes neon effectively a two- RGURE 2. Nonlinear Least-Squares Fit of Model to Experi-

level system with ejection of 2p electrons mentalElectron-Impact IonizationCrossSections. The
always dominating ionization of the valence abscissa is the natural logarithm of the primary electron

shell. These results contrast sharply with the energy divided by the Rydberg energy (13.6 eV). The ordi-

isoelectronic water molecule where valence- nate is the product of the cross section and the primary
electron energy scaled by a convenient unit of area

shell ionization is shared about equally by four (4nag2 : 3.52 A2) and the Rydberg.
subshells.
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exhibit considerable scatter. The model sys- our semiempirical method can be used to cal-
tematically underestimates the integrated ioni- culate SDCS for atomic specieswith more than
zation cross section for primary electrons with one electronic shell. Further testing on molec-
energy less than about 5 Rvdbergs. This ular species and condensed matter are in
points to a limitation of the model which does progress.
not include mechanisms of ionization that pre-
dominate when the velocity of the projectile is References
comparableto or less than the average velocity

of valenceelectrons in the target. Grissom, J. T., R. N. Compton, and W. R.
Garrett. 1972. "Slow Electronsfrom Electron-

Figure 3 shows SDCS for ejection of electrons Impact Ionization of He, Ne, and Ar." Phys.
from neon by 500-eV primary electrons that is Rev. A 6:977.
predicted by the model when parameters b and

C are chosen to optimize agreement with the Miller, J. H., and S. T. Manson. 1991.
integrated cross section data. Agreement "Relativistic Model of Secondary-Electron
between our model and the measurements by Spectra in Electron Impact Ionization. Phys.
Grissom et al. (1972) of the cross section for Rev. A 44:4321-4327.
ejection of very low-energy secondary elec-

trons is excellent. The data of Opal et al. Opal, C. B., W. K. Peterson, and E. C. Beaty.
(1971), which covers a broad range of 1971. "Measurements of Secondary-Electron
secondary-electron energies, were obtained by Spectra Produced by Electron Impact Ionization
integrating double differential ionization cross of a N_mber of Simple Gases." J. Chem.
sections over emission angles. The limited Phys. 55:4100-4106.
number of angles sampled probably affects the

accuracy of these data and may be partially Ionization of DNA in Solution
responsible for the deviation from the model

predictions. These results for neon show that J. Miller and R. Ritchie c°)

w (ev) Energytransfer between a charged particle in a
1.1 5.6 1=.4 2_.8 0.= _14.s , radiation field and DNA in solution is illustrated

ls!_..., .... , .... _.... , .... , .... ''"' schematically in Figure 1. We can think of the
b=._.le,c=0.s7 DNA macromolecule as a collection of atomic

1, _/_ centers bound together by a combination of

covalent, electrostatic, and hydrogen bonds.
_=_ Most of the energy in the radiation field is

_ absorbed by the aqueous medium that sur-_- au rounds the macromolecule, producing numer-

9[ EPa ous reactive species that can diffuse to the

_, _ _ 7-nip -_ DNA and induce chemical modifications. How-

"_ _er_,om ": ever, within cells, the average diffusion dis-
opal.els1.(1071) _ tance of free radicals, which play the major

,etaw.(_97=) -_ role in mediating the indirect mode of DNA
3 _.... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... -_ damage, is only a few nanometersbecause the0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 9.2 9.1 0

R/(W._=p) medium contains a high concentration of small
=,0,0=4.t molecules that rapidly scavenge the radiation-

FIGURE 3. Comparison of Model Predictions and Experi- induced species. Under these conditions,
mental Data. The lower abscissa is the Rydberg divided by direct interaction between the electrons bound
the energy lost by the primary electron when a secondary

electron is ejected from the 2p shell. The corresponding

secondary-electron energy is shown on the upper abscissa. (a) Health and Safety Division, Oak Ridge National
The ordinate is the differential ionization cross section Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennesse.
scaled by the Rutherford cross section for ionization of the
2p shell.
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_.IGURE1. Schematic of Ionization of D__, by a Particle with Charge Ze and Velocity v. Broken arrows denote the impact

parameter for collisionwith a phosphate group, a base, and a sugar moiety. Solid arrows denote excitation of an electron
from its £,ound state to an excited state. Wave denotes transfer of momentum k to atomic center with impact parame-
ter bi.

to the atomic centers of DNA and charged par- electron in this state is characterized as "quasi-
ticles in the radiation field cannot be neglected free" and the collision process is called
as a potential mode of damage induction, ionization.

Usually the velocity of particles that make up Electrons bound to the small molecules that
the radiation field is greater than the average make up the aqueous medium will screen the
velocity of loosely bound electrons on the electrons on the atomic centers of DNA from
atomic centers. When "his is the case, the the nuclear charge (Ze)of the projectile. In the
cross section for exciting an electron from its linear response theory that is valid for high-
ground state 10> to a more energetic orbital velocity projectiles, this effect can be
In> is proportional to the square of the pro- included by replacing Ze by Ze/E, where e is
duct of the effective charge on the projectile the frequency- and momentum-dependent
and the inelastic form f_ctor of the target dielectric function of the aqueous medium.
<nlexp(ik¢)10>, where k is the momentum Integration over the range of momentum trans-
transfer in the collision and r is the position of fers allowed in the collision by conservation of
an active electron in the initial and final states, energy and momentum gives the cross section
if In> is localized on the same atomic center for exciting an electron in DNA from state I0>
as 10>, this process is called a discrete exci- with energy Eo to state In> with energy Eo
tation, but if In> is highly delocalized, the with concurrent energy loss by the projectile of
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hw = En - Eo, where t_ is Plank's const_nt energy-transfer probabilities on the impact
divided by 2n and w is the frequency of dielec- parameter, the perpendiculardistance between
tric responseby the medium that is most effec- th_ particle trajectory, and the scattering
tive in screening DNA from the electronic center. However, this classical collision
excitation, variable plays an important role in our intuitive

understanding of the energy transfer process.
Figure 2 illustrates the effect of dielectric For example, small energy transfers are gene-
screening on the differential energy loss cross rally associated with glancing collisions in
section. The dielectric response function of which the impact parameter is large and the
pure water (Ritchie et al. 1989) was used, but momentum transfer is small; hence, the finding
the density (d) of the medium was varied t_ that dielectric screening affects small energy
show the effect of different levels of transfers more than large ones is intuitively
screening. The main effect of dielectric reasonable.
screening is to reduce the cross section for
small energy tiansfers. The s'ght enhance- A quantitative relationship between energy
merit of large energy transfers can be inter- trcnsfer and impact parameter is useful in semi-
preted as the result of collective modes of elec- classical track-structure simulations by Monte
tronic polarization created in water by passage Carlo techniques. In these computer models of
of the charged particle that are absorbed by radiation-induced DNA damage, case histories
DNA. of particles making up the radiation field are

generated by simulating a series of classical
The quantum theory of energy transfer outlined collision events with probability distributions
above and used to calculate the results shown determined from experiments or quantum
in Figure 2 does not resolve the dependence of calculations. The dependence of energy trans-

fer probabilitieson impact parameter is particu-
larly important _nanalyzing these case histories
for biologicallyrelevant damage induction.

Ward (1985) has proposed that locally multiply
3 damaged sites (LMDS) are the critical lesions in

radiation biology. Our schmatic diagram of
_. charged-particle interaction with DNA (Fig-
=_ ure 1) illustrates how the impact-parameter

2 dependence of energy-transfer probabilitiesIO

affects the production of LMDS by multiple
ionizations in DNA. Impact parameters bl, b2,

1 _ and b3denote the distances from the trajectory
j_ d=l _,_, of a charged particle to a DNA phosphate
I "-,"__.. d=3 group, base, and sugar moiety, respectively.

At the present stage of our model develop-0
o 90 ment, each energy-transfer event is assumed

]_=(ev) to be an independent collision with strict con-_g_Oln,_L4.1tt

FIGURE 2. Effect of Dielectric Screening by Aqueous servation of energy. The probability of any pair
Medium on the Differential Cross Section for Energy of events is the product of the probability for
Transi'er to DNA. The abscissa is the energy transfer and each separate energy transfer. Interesting
electron volts, and the ordinate is the differential cross sec- geometric effects may arise even in this simple
tion in atomic units. The spectrum labeled d = 0 is the linear theory of LMDS. For example, a pair ofunscreened gas-phase result, and the curves labeled d = 1
and d = 3 show results at normal liquid-water density and ionizations in opposite stra[,ds of the double
threetimesthisdensity, respectively, helix leadingto a double strand break might
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involve a collision with impact parameter bl Perturbations of DNA Conformation by

followed by a collision with impact parameter Thymine Glycol and Dihydrothymine
b2 or b3. Since the probability of energy

/_ Z (=1transfer decreases rapidly with impact param- J. Miller, K. Miaskiew c, and R. Osmancb_
eter, this combination should be less likely than
a pair of ionizations in the same strand because Both thymine glycol (Tg) and dihydrothymine
at least one of the impact parameters must be (dhT) are modifications of the thymine (T) base
large in the interstrand case. caused by free-radical attack that leads to

saturation of the C5-C6 double bond. In Tg,
A mathematical expression for the impact- saturation results from adding OH groups to
parameter dependence of energy-transfer prob- the C5 and C6 positions of T, and in dhT it is
abilities can be easily derived in the limit of due to adding H atoms at these positions. The
small momentum transfers where the recoil of biological consequences of these base lesions
the charged particle can be neglected in the are remarkably different. DNA replication in
conservation of energy. In this case, it is use- vitro is blocked in most cases by the presence
ful to resolve the momentum transfer into com- of Tg, while under similar conditions, dhT is
ponents parallel (p) and perpendicular(K) tO the only a weak inhibitor of DNA synthesis. The
particle velocity v since, by conservation of presence of dhT does not affect the survival of
energy, p = hm/v. Furthermore, since the transfecting phage DNA, but Tg efficiently
impact parameter (b) and the perpendicular inactivates phage DNA. The repair enzyme
component of momentum transfer are canoni- complex UvrABC is able to recognizeand incise
cal dynamic variables, the dependence of the DNA containing Tg, but DNA containing dhT is
energy transfer probabilityon b is related to its not a substrate for this enzyme. In work that
dependence on K by Fourier transfers. Argu- is partially supported by Laboratory Directed
ments of this type lead to the expression Research and Development (LDRD) funds, we

are investigating the structural basis for these

Ze r d2= e×p(iK.b)(n[ e ik'rI 1 (1) differences which suggest that Tg is a bulkyPn = _ j--_- I, _k.--'--_ DNA lesion, but dhT is not.

for the probability to transfer energy hm to Insight into the mechanism for the different
DNA by the passage of a charged particle at biological effects of Tg and dhT has been
impact parameter b. Methods to evaluate found from ab initio quantum calculations of
Equation (1) and to extend it beyond the small- the relative stability of stereoisomers of the
momentum transfer limit are being developed, lesions. Each of the four stereoisomers of Tg

(trans-5R,6R; trans-5S,6S; cis-5S,6R; and cis-
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5eq-6ax, 5ax-6eq, and 5ax-6ax according to

the approximately equatorial (eq) or axial (ax) __

orientation of the hydroxyl groups at C5 and
C6. Similarly, the two unique stereoisomersof
dhT can be labeled 5eq and 5ax according to
the orientation of the H substituent at the

asymmetric C5 carbon. _.--_'_

The dipole moment of hydroxyl groups can
interact strongly with dipole moments within T
when they add to C5 or C6 in the equatorial
orientation. The interaction that results from
adding to C5 lowers the electronic energy,

while the interaction resulting from adding is..X.o..,i
equatorial OH to C6 raises the electronic I I
energy. This effect is illustrated in Figure 1
which compares the conformation of the most
stable (Seq-6ax) and least stable (5ax-6eq) _
isomers of Tg, which differ in energy by about
9 kcal/mol. Isomer 5eq-6eq has both the
favorable and unfavorable dipole-dipole interac-
tion, while isomer 5ax-6ax has neither; hence,
their energies lie between the most and least
stable isomers shown in Figure 1. Adding
hydrogen to the C5 or C6 positions of T does
not induce a large dipole moment; hence the
two stereoisomers of dhT have similar elec- FIGURE 1. Conformation of the Most Stable (Seq-6ax) and

Least Stable (Sax-6eq) Stereoisomers of Thymine Glycol.
tronic energies. Arrows denote interacting dipole moments.

The slightly greater stability of the 5ax isomer
of dhT (0.5 kcal/mol including solvation)should

be enhanced in DNA because its C5 methyl required for Tg to take on a conformation with
group has approximately the same orientation its methyl group oriented similar to T, large
as in T so that it can be incorporatedinto DNA distortions in DNA structure near this lesionare
without major intrastrand steric clashes, in expected. These speculations about the
contrast, the 5eq-6ax isomer of Tg, which has behavior of the lesions in DNA are currently
an axially oriented methyl group at C5, is being tested by moleculardynamics simulations
favored by about 5 kcal/mol in solution. Since of oligonucleotidescontaining Tg and dhT.
a largeenergy cost within the modifiedbase is
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